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WARSHIPS

E

ARE GREATLY
NEEDED
In Address

at Cairo Today

Roosevelt Emphasizes Necessity for Adequate Protection For Coasts.
FAVORS CONSTRUCTION
OF SHIP CHANNEL
Tells Business Men's League of
St. Louis That he Will do
all In His Power to
Help the Plan
Along.
8.
Cairo, III., Oct.
When the
president stepped ashore here at 9
o'clock this morning, he manifested
every evidence of having passed a
comfortable night. He was the guest
at dinner last night on the steamer
Alton of the Business Men's League
of St. Louis, and with that enter
tainment, speech making, and conversation 'his time until almost mid
night was fully taken up. The dinner was regarded by all as very Important and it Is believed that the
scheme of a ship channel from the
gulf to the lakes received a great
impetus.
The president requested
that his remarks be not reported.
but 4ie consented to the statement
that he had announced unequivocal
ly his endorsement of the general
principle Involved In the scheme lor
the creation of a ahip channel up
the river and to the great lakes.
At the same time he was most
careful to say that he would not give
his assent to any particular scheme
or improvement.
He also pointed
out that there'are many obstacles In
carrying Into effect any plan of such
vast proportions and Involving so
much expense, and while promising
all the assistance he could give, he
told .his hearers that the only way
to make success certain is to so
thoroughly prepare themselves mo as
to render their arguments unanswer
able. His speech was greeted with
prolonged applause and this en
dorsement took the shape of words
when Governors Folk, Deneen and
Blanchard spoke. All pledged their
utmost efforts in the furtherance of
the enterprise. The gathering at the
dinner was a notable one and Included the governors of sixteen
states.
The president's speech today was
delivered In the presence of a great
throng, which frequently applauded
his hearty ideas. He spoke as fol-

lows:

President's Speech.

"Men of Illinois, and you, men of
Kentucky:
"I am glad to have the chance to
speak to you today. This Is the heart
of what may be called the old west,
which we now call the middle west,
using the term to denote that great
group of rich and powerful states
which literally forms the heart of
the country.
It is a region whose
people are distinctively American in
all their thoughts, in all their ways
of looking at life; and in its past
and its present alike It is typical of
our country. It Is curious and amusing to think that even as genuine a
lover of his kind, a man morally so
prejudices as
free from national
Charles LMckens, should have selected the region where we are now
standing as The seat of his forlorn
The
Eden' in Martin Chuzzlewit.
country he so bitterly assailed is now
one of the most fertile and productive portions of one of the most fertile and prductlve territories in all
the world and the dwellers in this
territory represent a higher average
of comfort, intelligence, and sturdy
capacity
for
than
the people in any tract of like exany
continent.
in
tent
other
A Delicate Work.
"Government in its application Is
and delicate
often a complicated
work, but the principles of governsimple. In
fairly
all,
are,
ment
after
a broad general way we should apply In the affairs of the national administration, which deals with the
milinterests of all our eighty-od- d
lions of people, Just the same rules
with
that are necessary In getting onneighour neighbors In our several
borhoods; and the nation as a whole
should show substantially the same
qualities that we would expect an
honorable man to show In dealing
with his fellows. To illustrate this,
consider for a moment two phases
of governmental action.
affairs.
"First as to international
Among your own neighbors among
attitude
your friends, what is the
vou like to see a man take toward
his fellows, the attitude you wish
each of your sons to take when he
goes out Into the world? Is it not a
combination of readiness and ability
to hold his own if anyone tries to
wrong him, while at the same time
showing careful regard not only for
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the rights but for th! feelings of
others? Of course it is!
"A INllto Nation."
U. all this Is Just as true of a
as of an individual, and In
na
dp
with other nations we should
both
set t we expect a man who isprivate
gurrS nd decent to act In
There are few things cheaplife.
more objectionable, whether
er a
on t) o art of the public man or of
the 0 ite man. on the part of a
wrltetB a speaker, an Individual or
s. grot d f individuals
than a course
of cot
t which is Insulting or
nether in speech or act, to
hurtfu
Individ
of another nation or to
rep
ntatives of another nation
the
or to a
tcr nation Itself. Hut the
policy
'mes infamous from the
standpol
of the Interests of the
United States when it Is combined
with the refusal to take those measures of preparation which can alone
secure us from aggression on the
part of others. The policy of 'peace
with Insult' is the. very worst policy
upon which it Is possible to embark,
whether for a nation or an individual. To be rich, unarmed, and yet
Insolent and aggressive, is to court
well-nig- h
certain disaster. The only
safe and honorable rule of foreign
policy for the United States is to
show itself courteous toward other
nations, scrupulous
not to Infringe
upon their rights, and yet able and
ready to defend its own. This nation Is now on terms of the most
cordial aood will with all other na
tions. Let us make it a prime object of our policy to preserve these
conditions.
Kurd Mow Wnrshis.
"Let us build up and maintain at
the highest point of efficiency the
United States navy. In any great
war on land we should have to rely
In the future as we have relied in
the past chiefly upon volunteer soldiers; and although it is indispensable that our little army an army
to the
ludicrously small relatively
wealth and population of this mighty
nation, should Itself be trained to
the highest point and should be
valued and respected as Is demanded
by the worth of the officers and enlisted men, yet it is not necessary
that this army should be large as
compared to the armies of other
great nations. Hut as regards the
navy all this is different. We have
an enormous coast line, and our
coast line is on two great oceans
To repel hostile attacks the fortifications, and not the navy, must 1)9
used; but the best way to parry is to
hit no fight can ever be won except
by hitting and we can only hit by
means of the navy. It is utterly impossible to improvise even a makeof
shift navy under the condition
modern warfare. Since the days of
great
Napoleon no war between two
powers has lasted as long as it would
take to build a battleship, let alone
a fleet of battleships; and it takes
just as long to train the crew of a
battleshiu as it does to build it; and
as regards the most important things
of all, the training of the officers, it
takes much longer. The navy must
be hullt and all its training given
In time of peace.
When once war
has broken out It Ls too late to do
anything.
We now have
a good
navy, not yet large enough for our
material.
needs, but of exzcellent
Where a navy ls as small as ours,
the cardinal rule must be that the
battleships shall not be separated.
This year I am happy to say that we
shall begin a course which I hope
will be steadily followed
hereafter,
that, namely, of keeping the battleship fleet alternately in the Pacific
and in the Atlantic.
AU Must Rule.
"It Is not 4n accordance with our
despotic
principles
that literally
power should be put into the hands
of a few men in the affairs of the
industrial world. Our effort must be
for a Just and effective plan of action which, while scrupulously safeguarding the rights of the men of
wealth, shall yet, so far as ls humanly possible, secure under the law
to all men equality of opportunity to
make a living. It ls to the Interest
of all of us that the man of excep
tional business capacity should be
amply rewarded; and there ls nothing inconsistent with this in our insistence that he shall not be guilty
of bribery or extortion, and that the
rights of the wageworker and of the
man of small means who are themand
hard working,
selves honest
shall be scrupulously safeguarded.
"The instruments for the exercise
of modern Industrial power are the
though
great corporations
which,
created by the individual states, have
grown far beyond the control of
those states and transact their business through large sections of the
union. These corporations, like the
which have
Industrial
conditions
called them into being, did not exist
when the constitution was founded;
of the
but the wise forethought
founders provided, under the interstate commerce clause of the constitution, for the very emergency which
has arisen, if only our people as a
whole will realize what thLs emergency is; for if the people thoroughly
realize it, their governmental representatives will soon realize it also.
The national government alone has
sufficiently extensive power and Jur
isdiction to exercise adequate con
trol over the great interstate corporations.
1 letter for Corporation.
supervision
While this thorough
and control by the national government is desirable primarily in the
interest of the people It will also, I
firmly believe, be to the benefit of
those corporations themselves whlcn
desire to be honest and
Only thus can we put over these cor
porations one competent
and
sovereign the
nation able
both to exact Justice from them and
to secure Justice for them, so that
they may not be alternately pampered and oppressed.
The proposal
need be dreaded only by those corporations which do not wish to obey
the law or to be controlled in Just
fashion, but prefer to take their
chances under the present lack of
all system and to court the chance
of getting improper favors as offsetting the chance of being blackmailed an attitude rendered famil
iar In the past by those corporation
under
certain
which had thriven
corrupt and lawless city governments.
Controlling Railroads.
"The first need ls to exercise this
federal control in thoroughgoing and
efficient fashion over the railroads,
which, because of their peculiar" position, offer the most immediate and
urgent problem. The American people abh'ir a vacuum, and ls deterexmined that this control shall be unercised somewhere; it is mostrecogto
not
wise for the railroads
nise this and to submit to it as the
lirst requisite of the situation.
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The president in Ids forthcoming menMigo will UTfcO congress for a large Increase for naval
Tills Is taken to mean that the 10 litUelils will never return from Uio l'acille and UuU the
navy plan Is to build up a now tier on Atlantic. ,evw item.

COUNTY FAIR
DRAWS

ROOSEVELT DECLARES IN

GREAT

FAVOR OF SINGLE STATEHOOD
Third Day's Attendance at INCREASE
Estancla Larger Than on.
Preceding Two.
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GOV.CURRY'SIHTERVIEW
SECURES: AID FROM

HOUSC WARMING" SPIRIT
PERVADES THE VALLEY
Estancla, N. M., Oct. 3. The Estancla fair Is on in full blast, and the
third day has been attended by a
larger crowd than either of the two
preceding days. The exhibits are as
line as can be found anywhere in
the country and consist of vegetables cereals and grasses, together
with domestic exhibits. The sporting
features of the program are of unusual excellence, and the Hatcher-I- t
company with its
usae 11 Carnival
many free acts and tented shows ls
being visited every hour of the day
and far into the night by hundreds
of people, who thoroughly appreciate the excellence of the entertainment.
The fair will close tomorrow
night, but already it can be stated
that Torrance county never held so
successful a gathering.
The entire
valley was represented at the fair,
every town having its full quota of
visitors. Cheap railroad rates have
been granted for the fair, and both
the El P. & 6. W. and the Santa Fe
in
Central aided in bringing
the
crowds. It was a sort of "house-warminold timers mot newcomers and a general good time was
indulged in.
From Santa Fe on one end of the
valley to Carrlzozo and even further
south have come hundreds of people and these have been augmented
from the crowds who came from the
nearby country.
Today's program was in fact the
best of the fair, Thursday being
During the
"fair day" in reality.
four days of the fair, one day ls devoted to each town in the valley.

Boiler Makers and Machinists
Will Get Two Cents More
Per Hour.
Topeka, Kan., Oct. 3. The
4
4 Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
company at Its general
Hallway
4
4 offices here today announced an
increase to its 5,000 boilermak- 4 ers and machinists over the en- 4 tire system of two cents an hour
4 and an increase to the helpers
4 of one and one half cents per
4 hour, effective Oct. 1.
4
This increase affects every
4 man employed in the branches
4 named throughout all the shops
4 ofMhe Santa Fe system, lnclud- 4 Ing Newton, Albuquerque, Shop- ton and others. Hound

4

untary on the part of the road
and is In line with its desire to
benefit its employes a much as
possible, and to share with
them the profits it makes from
their labor.

4 machinists and their helpers will
4 be given the same Increase as
4 the others. The raise was vol- -
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TIIK CONVENIENCE
OF VISITORS AT
CITIZEN
FAIR,
ALBUQUERQUE
TIIK BIG
THE
113 WEST
WILL MAINTAIN' AT ITS OFFICE.
GOLD AVENUE, A BUREAU OF INFORM TION.
LODGINGS WILL RE SECURED FOR VISITORS,
ADVICE GIVEN AS TO HOARDING AND QUESTIONS OF EVERY CHARACTER GIVEN INTELLIGENT CONSIDERATION.
MAKE YOUR HEADQUARTERS WITH US FOR
THE WEEK.
RESIDENTS OF AI.RUQUERQUE WHO DESIRE
ROOMERS OR HOARDERS FOR FAIR WEEK ARE
REQUESTED TO NOTU'Y THE CITIZEN IN FEU-SOAND
OR IN WHITING, STATING MW'ATIOV
NUMBER OF At COMMODAIONS.
N

DO NOT TELEPHONE

THIS INFORMATION

WHEN ACCOMMODATIONS
BE SURE TO NOTU'Y US.
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Railroads Appear.
Topeka, Oct. 3. Kepresentatlves
of the Kansas railroads are before
today concerning
commission
the two-cerate.
the
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EX II VI'STI'.D,

Cairo, III.,' Oct. 3, 4 p. m. Specwith
ial.) Following an interview
George Curry, governor of New Mexico, at tit. Louis and after a long
talk with the governor en route to
this city. President Roosevelt today
gave an interview to the effect that
he would no longer oppose single
statehood for New Mexico, but would
do all in his power to aid in securing It.
Governor Curry Is Jubilant at the
outcome of his interview with the
president and it is understood he will
the single statehood machinery
start
(n motion as soon as he returns to
the territory.
Pleased With People.
The president Is satisfied that the
people of New Mexico want single
statehood and he ls pleased because
they voted almost unamlously for
Joint statehood a year ago in deference to his wishes.
He has announced that he will no
longer oppose their desire for admission to the union but that the new
executive will have his political and
moral support In an effort to get a
favorable consideration of a Blngle
statehood bill in the next congress.
Promise. Given.
Governor Curry will not make
public the New Mexico affairs upon
which he talked with the president,
but it Is reported on good authority
that the governor has received a
promise of support and assistance
from the president In the carrying
out of his administrative affairs In
New Mexico
particularly in this
matter of single statehood.
The president spent much of his
time with the governor of New Mexico after leaving St. Louis and it Is
understood that New Mexico affairs
particularly along political lines were
gone over in detail.
Governor Curry, it Is understood,
will return to New Mexico with the
president's promise to back up a
number of policies of a local nature
which he will Inaugurate,
Shaking Up Coming.
Among them It Is understood, will
be a shaking up in official circles in
New Mexico and the adjustment of
In
a
several factional differences
manner the new governor thinks advisable.
Governor Curry would make "no
statement
beyond
for publication
saying that his Interview with the
president had been most satisfactory
and that he believed the people of
New Mexico
would secure single
statehood In the Immediate future.
HARRIMAN

LINE FAVORS

DEEP

WATERWAY

Chicago, Oct. 3. The management
Illinois Central railroad has
decided to throw its Influence in favor of a deep waterway from the
great lakes to the gulf. This became
apparent yesterday when J. T. llara-hai- i,
president of the road, stated that
he would maku an address in favor
f the project at the deep waterway
convention at Memphis Friday. The
management of the Illinois Central
believes that the deep waterway proposed will develope the south rapidly
development will make an
ami
Increased tonnage for the Illinois
Central and Yazoo and Mississippi
Valley lines.
iiarahan said that In
his judgment the railroads will be as
many
years to come as
unable fur
now to handle the tremendous traffic
off. led. so that they will not be hurt
by reason of the tonnage taken from
them by the waterways.
of the

HER THROAT
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CAPITAL STOCK

CUT

Another Has Liabilities Outside J 00.000.-00- 0
Capital of Only SI2.000.000
-- Earning Power Has Never
Been Estimated According to Expert's Report.
1

Woman. Though Detectives Admit They Have Little to Work
ctlm
Was Proml-tneSocially.
On-Vl-

jig

ASSETS FOUR TIMES

YARD

nt

Moran, Kan., Oct. 3. A razor that
bore no blood stalnB, a key and an
ordinary bone collar button are the
clues furnished the Plnkerton detective who ls here today to try to clear
up the mystery
surrounding;
the
death of Miss May Sapp. Miss Sapp
was found in the back yard of her
home with her throat cut last Friday night.
The detective will work upon the
theory that iMlss Sapp was murdered. He believes with the county officials who have been working on
the case that It was absolutely Impossible for the girl to have committed suicide.
The belief is growing that the
crime was done by omeone in or
near Moran who was thoroughly acquainted with the premises of the
Sapp residence. The darkness of the
night would have made it impossible for a stranger to have found the
one gap in the wire fence next to
the alley through which the slayer
must have run after he killed the
girl. The citizens, however, are slow
to believe that any resident of the
community .would commit such, a
crime.
A Woman the Slayer?
Several persona who have studied
the case thoroughly believe that Miss
Sapp may have been killed by a woman. Ko one, however ls able to
show a motive. The girl had few
women, friends and, as far as is
known, had never had n "trouble
with any woman. If a woman killed
her through Jealousy no one so far
has been able to furnish any information as to her identity. The character of the wounds in the girl's
neck and the dispatch with which
the murder was committed appear
to preclude the possibility of its being the work of a woman.
O. A. Peterson, the county attorney, who has spent the moat of his
time on the case since the tragedy.
Is almost positive
the crime was
committed by a man who was well
acquainted with the dead girl. He
believes that the murderer committed the deed, hurriedly removed his
outer clothing, which must have
have been covered with blood, and
returned again to join the crowd
about the body. He says that the
razor was thrown on the ground near
the body after the arrival of himself
and the coroner.
Razor not There Then.
"I went thoroughly over the very
spot where the razor was found with
a lantern Just previous to its discovery," he eald.
"I'm certain that
there was no weapon used to kill the
girl but was thrown there by the
murderer to lend the appearance of
suicide.
It Is now believed that there was
one man at the scene of the murder
who seemed to desire to call attention to his presence.
One Man's Queer Actions.
"Do you suppose the girl was
murdered?" he asked of several different persons. This Is now regarded as a peculiar circumstance, for almost all of the citizens on the night
of the murder believed the girl had
committed suicide. Not until after
the coroner and other physicians examined the wounds and declared it
impossible for them to have been
did the citizens abandon
the idea of suicide.
self-inflict-

FAIL TO PROVE REBATE

.New York, Oct. 3. For the first
time there ha Just been made public the income account and balance
sheet of the Standard Oil company
of New Jersey, which ls the parent
of all the Standard Oil companies in
the world. The report chows that
the wealth of the company has at no
time ben overestimated. The Income
accon.i. shows that while the company paid forty millions of dollars
dividend in the year ending December 11 last, it earned more than
eighty-thre- e
million and left a surplus for the year of more than forty-thrmillion seven hundred and fifty
thousand. Added to the previous surplus, the total surplus in profit and
to
3281,000,000,
or
lore amounts
more than ten times the amount of
.
the great fine.
The balance sheet shows assets of
$371,664,532 as compared with the
milcapitalization of one hundred
Apart from the capital stock
lions.
outstanding and the profit and loss
surplus the only liabilities are accounts payable to the amount of
ee

312,264,000.

Experts Silt Records.
The experts employed by Protecu-to- r
Kellogg in his effort to convict
the Standard of sufficient Illegal use
of its corporate power to oust it from
exlmeace are the mn who gave. up'
the Information concerning the great
earnings and surplus of the oil trust.
Through their investigations of the
books placed at their disposal by the
Standard officials they have been able
to prepare a statement for the hearing before Bxaminer Ferrlss, which
will, without any doubt, be the most
interesting financial statement ever
published concerning any corporation
In the world.
The work of thee experts has covered records for a number of years
past and the figures are those taken
from the totals as shown by those
records. The Standard Oil company
after a bitter fight some weeks Bince,
placed the records at the command
of the examiner, who authorized five
expert accountants to make a revision
of them and report to the court.
Earning Cumclty Exceeds Capital.
The earning capacity of the Standard OH company, as snown by these
figures, exceeds the amount of its
capital stock by far, when Its gross
earnings are considered.
The net
earnings, as shown by the books, almost equalled the capital stock of
one hundred millions last year and
It is apparent that during some of
the preceding years, the net earnings
have exceeded the amount of the
capital stock.
BORAH

ACQUITTED

ON

HIS OWN TESTIMONY
Boise Oct. 3. United States SenE. Borah was acquitted
of the charge of conspiracy to dein
fraud the government
a land
transaction by a Jury last evening.

ator William

Only one ballot was taken. The verdict was greeted with cheers in the
court room and a public demonstration followed at which the senator
made a speech.
The only witness
called by the defense was the accused man himself who denied knowledge of the fraud.

ON INTERSTATE
GLADYS

VANDERBILT

WILL WED COUNT
New York, Oct. 3. The announcement
engagement
of
the
of
Gladys
to
Vanderbilt
Count Ieslle Szeehenyl, of Budapest,
Is made in the Herald today. The
Herald states that the announcement
U authorized.
The count ls 28 years
old. rich and good looking and has
a hereditary seat in the Hungarian
Cal., Oct. 3. DuriSan Francisco
parliament. He Is one of the chamber
ing the investigation
yesterday by lalns of the Austrian empire. Miss
Interstate Commerce Commissioner Vanderbilt Is the youngest daughter
of the late Cornellous Vanderbilt.
Lane Into the alleged rebating practiced by the Southern Pacific and
Santa Fe railway companies In CaliNOW IS THE TIME.
fornia, J. W. Brewer, freight claim
'
big fair oK'iis net
Tl
agent of the Southern Pacific, was
If oii have room for rent or
examined In an attempt to show that
room ami hoard, now Is tlto
(iiiHt
his road had granted rebate payto noliry the
ments to interstate shippers and that
through the
l
Column e
company had sought to evade re- the
of
Tlio
Citizen. . iiii-- i
will
. w.wlaw tt.u .
..... .....I I.L
.... . I,,,.,
l...
4 maintain a Bureau of in I or ma- a ,a V.
DII'1UII,1UIJ UI1U.I
making the rebates apply to shlp- -'
during
lit.,
tlou
fair for the
iM'iielu of
taenia within the state. Up to the
ami Mill Ite
'
hour of adjournment it had not been
able to llll ull Hie room you 4
reality
were
shown that rebates
4 lme to rent. OUR CI, ASM- - 4
in
granted on interstate shipments.
4 MED AIS I OR
BOOM AMI
Over fifty concerns, it is claimed,
KOMtll
WILL BE GIVEN
granted
rebates, and most of
were
FIRST CIIM E
PREFER- the 300 transactions shown took
E BEFORE
ALL OI'll- - 4
place during 1906. No proof was giv- 4 ERS.
Aderti-- ,
our room 4
en of any rebate claim presented 4 early ami aol,l ilu- - ru it.
during the present year.

Inquiring at San Francisco
Has Not Been Productive
Thus Far.
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Morrison, hearing
Engineer
211
coming, instantly realized that his
only hope of saving his train was to
beat the runaway tank to the bottom of the hill. Instantly reversing
his engine he made a backward race
He got
with death and destruction.
his train to the bottom of the hill in
safety, continued its backward llight
across a short level span of track
and up a hill In the rear to get It
out of harm's way.
Despite
this
the tender came
thundering on In pursuit of the
In
overland,
rounding
a curve,
Efficiency of Plan Under Trial when aboutbut 1,500 feet from
the
train, the former left the track and
on Santa Fe Is
was completely wrecked.
Hut had
the overland
this not happened
Demonstrated.
would stlli have been saved for, Just
after passing the curve, S. Tolbert
a negro porter on the first coach,
taking his life in his hands, had
In the office of Genera) Superin- leaped from
rapidly moving train
tendent W. E. Maxson. of the fanta nnd thrown atheswitch, and this would
at Galveston, under the direction
fe
to have ditched the
sure
have
been
of A. AV. McElvcney of that oftice, tender.
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A. N. Jackson Is In Las A'egas
Ixx'fltcs Power Oorreetcly.
E. X. Peden, of Estandn, super
from Raton.
The bourd Is arranged in such a intendent of motive power of the
Mrs. Lee Scott, of Estancla, was a
manner as to Indicate Just where all Santa Fe Central railway, was an
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yesterday in Santa Fe.
the
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the consolidation eight-whelast night In Santa Fe. He
engines, arrival
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P. O. Brady, of Shoemaker, is a
came on business at the general of
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the 400purpose
visitor in Las Vegas today.
fices of the road.
of this board Is to InThe
Carl Rlsdon and J. E. Stephens of
dicate Just where is located the powJ. B. Mertle, Jr., son of the blackwere In Lag A'egas yesterday.
er of the road. If it should be found smith foreman in the Santa Fe Raton
Harney Hlgglns, of Mora, is transof shops at Raton, left Tuesday for the
that on the extreme northern end
the lines there In an unusually large John Hopkins university, where he acting business in Las A'egas today.
tonnage a quick reference to the will pursue his courses in university
Raymond Ramnge, of Shoemaker,
spent the day In Las A'egas on busiboard will indicate where the engines study.
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are to be procured for
11. Q. Mohr, who has been assist
It can be found that In tha southern
M. M. McSchooler is in Las A'egas
division there a number of engines ant yardmaster for the Santa Fe In today from Rock Springs on busisuitable for the moving of the freight Las Vegas, has gone to Terre Haute, ness.
then Borne of these can be transfer- Ind., for a short vacation.
A. Straus and niece have returned
red. After this manner the power can
G. A. Crosson and F. L. Pleasant to Las Vegas from an extended visit
be equalized and placed Just where
of Streater 111., have arrived in the in Germany.
it Is needed most.
Judge E. V. Long returned to Las
city to enter the water service of
Vegas last night from a short busithe Santa Fe.
missing coxnrcron
ness trip to Raton.
FOUND AT EL PASO.
8. M. Matthews, formerly substi
Gregorlo Herrera, a former near
San Bernardino, Cal., Oct. 2. A. tute clerk In the postomce. Is
Santa Cruz, arrived in Santa Fe yesJ. Merrill, the runaway conductor of
weighing mail at the lo terday
in
to visit friends.
the runaway freight, has been heard cal station.
District Clerk Secundlno Romero
from at El Paso.
Hts mysterious disappearance ImClaude Betson, of San Alarclal, El has returned to Las A'egas from a
mediately after the Cajon pass wreck ision engineer
on the south end short trip to AVatrous.
AY. T. Hannan, wife and sister have
and pending an Investigation by the was In the city m yesterday.
great
a
deal
railroad officials caused
arrived In Las Vegas from Marcellne,
John Ellis has resigned the
of comment and placed an additional
Mo., and will spend some time there.
of waybill clerk In the south
odium upon him.
J. M. Chumley and S. Roswald, Jr.,
Some blame for the wreck was yards ornce.
returned this morning to Harvey's
placed on Merrill, who, It Is said, cut
A'eranch
off his caboose to save himself and
If real coffee disturbs your stom- gas. after a short visit in Las
left the train line open, thereby ren- ach, your Heart or Kidney?, then try
mannger of the
C. E. Hartley,
Althis clever Coffee imitation Dr.
dering the airbrakes useless.
though Merrill has been located. It Shoop's Health Coffee.
Dr. Shoop French Land & Irrigation company.
A'egas
Is
today
in
from his headLas
Is not thought he will be returned to hns closely matched old Java and
this city, as the officials have his Mocha Coffee In flavor and taste, quarters at Springer.
yet It has not a single grain of real
Thomas Elliott, one of the original
version of the story.
coffee in it Dr. Shoop's Health Cof founders of the town of Mcintosh
with the townsite
fee Imitation Is made from pure and connected
MD T1IKY or IT Oil
AVFJU2 THEY DISCHARGED? toasted grains or cereals, with Malt. company, Is In Santa Fe.
etc.
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In
No
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minute.
AV.
C.
Eberle and wife of Newark,
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 3. More
long wait. You will surely Ohio, who have been spending some
than sixty men employed In the El tedious
like It. Get a free sample at our time in Las Vegas, left this morning
Paso & ouUiwestern car repairing store.
All dealers.
for Harvey's ranch resort.
department have quit during the
past week and mora are preparing
O. AV. Alexander, superintendent of
to leave the service shortly.
the Pecos Copper Mining company,
The principal cause for complaint BOY CONFESSES
near Cowles, was in Santa Fe yesterof the men is that the new arrangeday on professional business.
ment tihat has been put into force at
A. M. Rodrlck, the well known atthe car shops requires each man to
ROBBERY OF STORE torney of Raton, returned to that
register in and out on the automatic
place from Las A'egas after transacttime clock. They claim that by this
ing legal business in the Meadow
arrangement they are compelled to
City.
Las A'egas, X. M. Oct. 3. Johnnie
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O. K. Herrv. formerly with the
the
son of Mr.
tra tima each day for which they Sherbon,
and Mrs. sherbon of Main avenue, John Uecker company of Helen, has
receive no pay.
Every employe of the shops, In this afternoon confessed to robbing accepted a clerkship with the Golden
cluding the car men, is required to the grocery store of the Las Vegas Rule Dry Goods company of this
register In before the time for going Mercantile comoanv. formerly the city.
to work In the morning. They must old Davidson & mood grocery.
C. D. Nelson of Silver City, Is
The cash register was broken open registered at fcUurges' European. Mr.
J so register out and in at noon and
e
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Nelson says that Silver City will
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of men stock was missing. The thief had fair next week.
that when the large force
employed
at the back shops and made his escape through the back
William M. Tipton, special agent
Yards are lined up to registea it re door, but it was not known how he of the department of the interior, who
quires from a half hour to an hour had effected an entrance. The draw- has been In central New Mexico on
er of the register was left open, but official business for several week, rethe clock.
for them to get tosays
One of the men
that 126 men the thief did not understand the
yesterday to Santa Fe.
were let out. Most of the discharg mechanism and had tried to pry off turned
M. A. Gonzales, farmer and sheep
ed men. he says were machinists, tne cover with a butcher knife, and raiser
of Ablqulu, was. In Santa Fe
although there were a few car re In the operation had cut himself yesterday.
He is treasurer and ex- badly so that the machine and coun
pairers and others.
ofliclo collector of Rio Arriba county
They let us out." .he said, "be ter were covered with blood.
with office at Tlerra Amarillo.
cause they charged that we were in
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or
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with
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Mrs. Walter Slpr, left Las Vegas toThey
if
number
ion.
fear that
or the shopmen get into me union intermittent pulse, always means day for Richland Center, AVIs., to
stomach nerves or weak Heart join the tatter's husband and to make
the result will be the unionising of weak
Strengthen these Inside or their home for the coming winter.
the shons. which they do not want nerves.
They keep a spotter in the shops and controlling nerves with Dr. Shoop's
AVllliam
merchant at
Restorative and see
how quickly Chama, Rio Klnderman,
he reDorts the names of all the men these
Arriba county, is In Sandisappear.
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Shoop, of Hacine. Wis.,
will
mull suit which will be brought to in
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trial
Local officials of the Southwestern samples free. Write for them, A at the present session of the district
test will tell. Your health Is certhe matter.
still decline to discuss
m
tainly worth this simple trlul. Sold court.
Miss Faye Sootf, of El Dorado,
by all dealers.
KNGLNEEK'S COOLNESS
Kansus. has returned to her home
SAVES PASSENGER TRAIN,
If you want anything on earth, you from Estancia, where she has been
Sen Bernardino, Cal., Oct 8. The
nerve and coolness of Engineer L. H can get It through the want columns the guest for several weeks of her
brother, Lee Scott. She was accomMorrison was all thut preented the of The Evening Citizen. We get
panied by her brother's wife.
westbound Santa Fe overland No. l
Mr. and Mrs. C I). Tudor and babv
from being wrecked on Sunai hill
Constipation
causes
headache, arrived In Las A'egas this afternoon
Just west of I'ineveta, Arizona, 438
palnausea,
languor,
rrom
dizziness
heart
Salisbury, Mo., and will spend
inues east of Wan Hernardlno.
The train of ten coaches, all of pitation. Drastic phynlcs gripe, sick- several weeks as the guest of their
bowels und don't mother, Mrs. Thomas Tudor, and
them well filled, was climbing the en, weaken the
steep grade of Supla hill Sunday cure. Doan's Hegulets act gently and Mr. und Mrs. Chas. S. Peterson.
25
cents.
Ask
flight, and some little distance In ad- cure constipation.
Miss Stella Canny, who has spent
vance of it was a helper engine, un your druggist.
the summer at her parental home In
Camden, Ohio, is expected to return
to Santa Fe Friday. She will resume
her position as stenographer in the
Is to love children, and no home office
of Attorney A. li. Renehan.
can be completely happy withF. P. Crlchton, R. J. Crichton, J.
out them, yet the ordeal through C. Hull and J. C. Halley have left
Fe on a hunting trip thirty or
which the expectant mother Santa
forty miles west of Santa Fe and
to be absent about two weeks
must pass usually is so full of suffering-- , expect
bagging wild turkey, mountain quull
other
and
wild game.
danger and fear that she looks forward
AV.
John
is In Santa Fe fur
to the critical hour with apprehension a f w days Dorman
on a vllt to friends. Mr.
Friend,
pene
Dorman
a
Mother's
by
is
its
and dread.
forest guard on the
Jeniez national forest and for the
trating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and past six months has been stationed
engaged In scaling timall unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for the atberThornton
embraced in the Dye sale.
through
passes
ordeal that she
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Acting Governor
the event safely and with but
Nathan Jaffa: Silas It. Dalle, of
Hernallllo county: Charles
little suffering, as numbers have
Kdily. of Perry. Quay countv. and
Georgo V. Howard, of Raton, Colfax
testified and said, "it is worth
county.
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
Rev. Anthony Jouveneeau, Catholic
Book containing
bottle of druggists.
purish prlet of Hernallllo, who has
u patient for some months past
been
valuable information mailed free.
at St. Vincent's Sanitarium in S.mta
Fe,
left yesterday for Los Angeles.
THE CXtOri'lD RfClLATOR CO., Atlanta, Ca.
California, where he expects to upend

Coal or Wood

HEATER
We have a Fine Assortment
Heaters bought in car lots.
Prices and quality defy com-

SO

IS WORKING

FINE

WEST CENTRAL AVENUE

petition.

GOOD BIG MEALS

Glean,

WUcllllUI

Should Remind You
That You Need a

SANTA FE RESTAURANT

attached also making the ascent
When near the top of the hiil the
tender broke loose from the locomotive and came tearing down on the
overland at a rate of speed close to
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

ENGINE TRACER

EVENING

Cool, Bright

Cheap for Cash or on Pay"We Set 'em Up.
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AIR TIGHT.

W. V. FUTRELLE, Albucuerque, N. M.

Speedy Service,

Charles E. Suntaagg, Proprietor.
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Nature

1 oiler's
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Will be the Wonderful Display of Mammoth
Panoramic Photographs Made by the
Great Western View Company

LOOK

FORlHEIR

BOOTH

Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
ALL KINDS VEHICLES

J. Korber & Co.

Write a for
Catalogue anil Prices

J. D. EaklH. President
O. Oiomi, Vlca President.

ALBUOUEROUE
NEW MEXICO
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Consolidated Liquor Company
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A. Newman, Expert Scenic and View
Photographer will direct this work with a
force of 12 photographers and assistants.
Panoramics up to 18 feet in length, Flash
Lights, Interiors, Racing Pictures, made in
one-1- 2
hundreth of a second For special
work see them at booth or watch paper for
a own town address.

Albuquerque carriage Co.

Great Western View Co.
Official Photographers Big Fair Association

the winter. He was accompanied by
his nurse. Miss Virginia McCarty.
Father Jouveneeau sustained a stroke
of paralysis tome time ago affecting
one entire side of his .body and while
he has improved, his recovery Is slow.
Father Dorsl has arrived In Las
Vegas from, Kl Paso, to take the
place of Father Marra as head of
the Jesuit college, the latter having
left several days ago for Naples,
Italy. Father Dorsl was the head of
the school In Las A'egas some years
ago.
John AV. Lewis, a civil engineer and
surveyor of Carlsbad, left for his
home this afternoon
after a week
spent in Santa Fe. Mr. Lewis has
been engaged for some time past assisting Territorial Knglneer Vernon
L. Sullivan on some irrigation projects in Colfax and Taos counties.
A suit for divorce entitled
Mary
Haca vs. Juan Baca was died in the
by
yesterday
Attorneys
district court
H lc key and Moore for the plaintiff.
The plaintiff alleges abandonment
and inhuman treatment In her complaint and prays for absolute divorce
and that her maiden name. Mar;
Holzer, be restored to her.
AVm.
Fraser, one of the leading
sheep raisers of the Kstancla valley,
is In the city arranging to bring 5 imio sheep here next week to be sold.
Mr. Fraser has lived In New Mexico
thirty-liv- e
years and has amassed a
large fortune raising sheep. He says
that the farmers coming into the
Kstancla valley are putting the sheep
men of that locality out of business.
Prof. Fayette A. Jones, the well
known mining engineer,
left last
night for Demlng where he goes
to inspect mining properties.
Prof.
Jones will make a special trip to the
purpose
Florida for the
of Inspecting the manganese deposits in those
mountains.
The discovery of manganese there has attracted much attention and owners of deposits are
awaiting his report.
O. P. Zimmer, a business man of
Uluffton, ind. is expected to arrive
In the city tonight to visit his wife
who lives here with her sister. Miss
Tlnsdale of 115 South Edith street.
II r. Zlmnier expects to locate here
permanently after the first of the
year. Mrs. Ida M. Itupe and Hugh
T. Dutter of Oreenvllle, Ohio, are
also expected here this evening and
will be the guests of Mrs. Zlmmer
and Miss Tlnsdaie.
IX o case of any contageous disease
has been reported In Albuquerque
for two months. Typhoid, which
seemed to threaten the city with an
epidemic a few months ago, has been
entirely stamped out and no new
cases of diphtheria or other contageous diseases have broken out. This
remarkable record for a city the size

Fair

Sips

and

Decorations

Work well done no delay
At prices you can Burely pay.
State your plan and he will tit It
And you'll be glad that

"STACY
DID2nd IT"
Til.
PIh.iio

325 KouUi

St.

of Albuquerque ought to assure outsiders that this Is a healthful enough
place for anybody to live In.
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POSTAL CHANGES
IN NEW MEXICO
Delegate Andrews has been notiof
the following changes in poxtofflees
In New Mexico:
H AV. Kmbrey appointed postmaster at Dexter, Chaves county.
C. H. Klrkpatrick appointed postmaster at Mogollon, Socorro county.
W'm. R. Mortimer appointed postmaster at Hebron, Colfax county.
postWm. S. Oetchell appointed
master at Yankee, Colfax county.
following
new
postofflces
The
have
been established in New Mexico:
Miller, Sierra county, Jos. P. Monty, postmaster.
Haile, Guadalupe county, J. AV.
Halle, postmaster.
Mann. Hoosevelt county, J. M.
mann. postmaster.
Itedlund, Hoosevelt county, Carl
S. Turner, postmaster.
Murdock, Quay county, Caddue H.
Smith, postmistress.
Postofflce at (Iran, Otero county,
discontinued from October 16th. Pa
trons will be supplied from Avis.

fied by the postofflce department
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OUR HARNESS

Offerj a wide choice iu light and heavy Harness of all kinds Try Us.
ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.

r

Cor nor trot St. and TIJtraa Ave.

Phone

First Street.

621 North

No- -

48a

DIAMOND

vnox

The following articles of Incorporation have been riled In the oftice of
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa:
The Lake Arthur Supply Company.
Principal place of business at Lake
Arthur, Chaves county. Territorial
agent, John li. Qratton, at Lake Arthur. Capital stock, $50,000, divided
Into five hundred
hures of the par
value of $100 each, commencing business with $14,000. Object, general
mercantile business. Period of existence, fifty years. Incorporators, J. A.
Kdwards, J. K. Hearts,
John 1.
Hratton, V. K. Rogers, and John L.
Howell, Jr., of Lake
and
Arthur,
John H. Cooper and Lacy L. Moore
of Canyon City, Texas.
Ha til Times In Kansjiy.
The old days of grasshoppers and
drouth are almost forgotten In the
prosperous Kansas of today; although a citizen of Codell,
Earl
Shamburg, has not yet forgotten a
says:
hard time he encountered. He
"I wan worn out nnd discouraged by
coughing night nnd day, and could
find no relief till 1 tried Dr. King's
New Discovery.
H took less than
one bottle to completely cure me."
The safest nnd most reliable cough
cure and lung and throat healer ever
discovered. Guaranteed by nil dealers. 60c and $100. Trial bottle free.
o
One pint mineral watei cures and
prevents constipation. Aak your grocer for It.
o
Never can te.ll when you'll mash
a linger or suffer a cut, bruise, burn
or scald, lie prepared. Dr. Thomas'
Kclectrlc Oil Instantly relieves the
pain quickly cures the wound.

DEPARTMENT

Southwestern Brewery

BUILDERS'

dt Ice Company.

i

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Paint Xone liet-tc- r.
Native nnd Chicago Lumber. Kliervi
Doors, Etc.,
Iliiililing Paix r, Plaster, I.lnie, (Viueiit. tiUiw. Sa-sEtc.. Etc,

J.

C.

DALDR1DCE

423 South First
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LICK E and JOITN 8. MITCllELIi Invite Uietr friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at
-

The Hollenbeck Hotel
s
Loa Angeles, California

Tour friendship

and patronage

la appreciated.

Courtesy

and

attention to gxiei ta Is a pleasure ta us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafs
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cara stop at tha Hollenbeck door.

Tiit'RsnAY,
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WILL FIGHT MEYERS'

UNCLE SAM MAY BE CALLED IN

PARCEL POST

0E SPENT ON

PLAN

MINES

In

Owners.
nt

BOO-fo- ot

COLORADO

TELEPHONE

Small Republic, Which Has Guaranty of Protection From U. S.

TO NEW MEXICANS
Through the efforts of Delegate W.
Andrews, the following pensions
have been granted to New Mexico
veterans:
Jacob Weltmer, Santa Fe, $8 per
month, from October 10, 1906.
Juan Jose Salazar, Las Vegas, $12
per month, from August 6, 107.
Daniel L. Musgrave, Carlsbad, $12
per month, from March 16. 1907.
Genebebo Molina, Las Cruces. $12
per month, from March 23, 1807.
Henry C Drown, Mescalero, $15
per month, from March 14, 1907.
Desna Schroy, Moriarty, $20 per
month, from April 22, 1907.
Henry Tate, Fort Hayard, $17 per
month, from June 19, 1907.
H.

RECIPE MAY PROVE

WIT

PEOPLE NEED

It may be that some persons

will

inclined
the statement
made by an eminent authority, at a
recent meeting, that with a mixture
of dandelion kargon and sarsaparll-la- ,
he would give prompt relief to
any sufferer of rheumatism or the
usual forms of backache, caused by
inactive, clogged kidneys, yet many
cases of long standing that had been
entirely relieved were cited to prove
the truth of his assertion. The same
authority further stated that many
cases which failed to yield to the
heaJlng waters of the famous health
resorts, or the usual remedies as
prescribed, salicylate of soda, potash,
colchicum, etc. were readily relieved by the use of this simple mixture
Fluid Kxtract Dandelion one-haounce; Compound
Kargon, , one
ounce; Compound Syrup Sarasparil-la- ,
three ounces. Take a teaspoonful
dose after meals and at bedtime.
A well known druggist, when approached upon the subject, stated
that while this prescription, as written. U new, the Ingredients are continually prescribed by the best physicians, and any good prescription
pharmacy has them; they are Inexpensive and harmless to use and are
mixed by shaking well in a bottle.
If the claims, made for this mixture, are only partly correct, it would
teem that no sulTerer here could afford to leave the prescription
be

to doubt

lf

M. R. Summers, Secy.

I

Established 1888

Fire Insurance

Agent for the bett fire
inturmnce eompanlm. Telephone y the amount you
want on your reeldenee
and household good: It
I dangeroue to delay.

Telephone 10

LOANS

ABSTRACTS

Have negotiated loan
on Albuquerque real
tate for the past 20 year,
without a tingle lot to
loaner. Safety and
to both parties.

Abttraol of title furnished on Bernalillo County propererty on short notice. The only set of abstract book that I up to
date, Price rsaeonable.
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1000 Acres of Valley Land

T'aaaaaMWaamRMaSRaaaawaKi'l

In a body within six miles of Albuquerque.

President Arthur llarclay.
Monrovia, Liberia, Oct. 3. It Is
more than llkelv that the United
States will soon fnd it necessary to
protest against the browbeating of
a little republic aoross the Atlantic
by England and France.
Here, on the west coast of Africa,
In the heart of an almost unknown
region, rich in forests and undeveloped mineral resources, lies the little, misguided, struggling,
free republic of Liberia- When, over 80 years ago, a band
of freed slaves from
the United
States emigrated here and established a government
It was believed
that in this "promised land" the
troubles of the black race would be
solved.
Todav. the little nation,
almost
bankrupt. Is handicapped by a thriftless population within and besieged
by covetous territory-grabber- s
without.
On the northwest boundary is the
British colony of Sierra Leone, and
on the southeast lies French territory.
From, both sides they look
with eyes of envy upon the riches
that repose in the heart of an undeveloped region owned by their little
neighbor.
Its Boundaries.
The northwest boundary was settled by the delimitation commission
which established the Ma no river as
the dividing line, but since that time
the fctlerra Leone railroad has been
extended almost to the river and the
stronger nation is taking advantage

NIGHHATES

'S

DEPART-

Scene In Monrovia, Tjilietia'n Capital, and Map Showing Lltwrla's
I ton id lurlca.
of the weaker bv claiming that the
boundary on the Liberlan side of the
Btream extends only to low water.
Thus the puny republic is deprived
of the use of the river, its only available avenue for trade with the Interior.
On the French side, a worse state
of affairs exists. Liberia found it
expedient to surrender the Ivory
coast to France, hut this big slice of
territory seems to have made that
nation hungry for more, and In spite
of an existing treaty all attempts lo
establish a definite boundary hav
failed.
Illr Nations Browbeat LllxTla.
It is a clear case of powerful England and France browbeating a little republic, powerless to help itself.
The matter recently became so serious that President llarclay sailed
for London, to meet representatives
powers and atof the Interested
tempt to settle the boundary dispute.
freely
predicted
by offIt has been
icials here that his mission is almost
hopeless.
It seems, only a Question of time
before one or 4he other of these
powerful nations will assimilate LiAlready
beria.
thev are making
claims that the people are unfit to
govern themselves and are seeking to
create sentiment in favor of benevoThey point out
lent Interference.
that Liberia has failed to develop
her own resources, that the people
are thriftless, that the government la
administered in a shiftless and hap
hazard way,. and tha the country is
practically bankrupt.
were practically
Th
LIberians
guaranteed independence by the United States 80 years ago. They re
member that, and very soon a formal
appeal is sure to be made to the
American government
for protec
tion.

All under ditch, and sixty
acres under cultivation. Remainder of land is virgin soil free from alkali, and suitable for meadow, alfalfa and gardening. Good location
for a colony. Splendid investment for dividing up and selling in small
tracts, or by putting it all under cultivation. Will average 125 tons of
hay and alfalfa per annum at present.

Price $25.00 Per Acre
von

FOK SALE.
bargain for this week
residence, modonly;
ern. In fourth ward. Nearly
new, 3 full lots, fine lawn
Eaiy payand shade, barn. very
desirments. Location
able.

SALE.
brick residence
with large grounds of finest
garden land. Harn and poultry houses. Fruit and shade
trees. Within threa blocks of
street railway.

A

S3350

$2850

FOR SALE.
lots with two
brick business houses. Good
Investment, with certainty of
speedy advance in value.

FOR RENT.

$6000

For rent in different
parta of city. Call at office

Houses

for list.

2

FOU SALE.
Rallroad frontage property. West side of Santa Fa
track, 76x200 feet ,'n corner.
Very dealrible fj. coal tarda,
or other business requiring
aide tracks. Close In.

$2 BOO

$1800
2

FOR SALE.
Modern 6 -- room cottage,
lots, close In.. Easy

1
OfKKiK!KmO)0)0XD9Cm

The St. Elmo

American
Royal
Live Stock

JOSEPH
1

20

BARNETT, Prop'r.

West Railroad

Arouse

Show
14-1- 9,

Rate

16.

$10.70.

it Oct. 21st.

AMPIM AND
CLUB UOOMB

can't b rubbed out Here are aome:
Paint la the only preservative, known
for buildings; the better the paint the
longer It lasts. The M. A P. paints
are rich In color, durable and don't
peel off. If you are palntln
your

1907

Tick cm on sale Oct. 12 to

handsomest old painting, $2; handsomest single piece old china, $2;
old rtlclcs other than mentioned

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

FACTS.

Kansas City, Mo.
October

Finest Whiskies

Return

house or barn use M.

lim-

&

P. paints.

$2.

It's as Cheap to Talk In the
Day Time as at Night.
Management Explains.

MENT

OF THE FAIR

Committee Will Itecetvo Kxluhlu on
(Saturday Afternoon All Articles Will bo Carefully
I'reserved.

ot

ut

fnd Mgr.

Incorporated 1903

219 West Gold

Elfect.

DeWltfs Carbollzed Witch Hasel
Salve is gcod for little burns and big
burns, small scratches
or bruises
and big ones. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly.

M. Moore, V. P.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.

1

Tucson, Ariz., Oct. 3. Instead of
closing down on account of the P1"?"-cprice of copper, plans are under
wav for thi expenditure of an an
additional $100,000 in the develop-in
ment of the Twin Huttes mines
this county.
L
Mayor David 8. Kose of Mllwau-one of the directors of the com
past
city
the
pany, has been in the
that a
week and yesterday stated
plan had already been formulated
be presented to the diand would
for their approvrectors Immediately purpose
the bond- al, having for its
Inn of the mines for $100,000, the
proceeds of the bond sale to De usea
the lower
in development work on copper
re
levels until the Di'lce of
frained a higher standard. Speaking
of the general conditions at the Twin
Butte property yesterday, Mr. Hose
said:
Will Improve Property.
for
"I have no right to speakmining
what the meetings of the
company will do, but I can see no
from
reason why I should refrain
stating what I would like to have
we
are
them do. Just at this time
up against a . rather embarrassing
We came here with
proposition.
the intention of renewing ore shipments at once but further declines
In the price of copper metal lends
a new aspect to the situation,price
it copttlll
per Is going to decline in
to
profitable
It
be
not
would
farther
shlo: and if It Is going to advance,
it would be lust as Inadvisable to
until prices have
renew shipments
reached a level at which we think
It ought to remain. That the price
will advance 1 have not the slightest doubt and I expect to see veryIt
start on the up track in the
near future. If we don't ship, and
prices remain where they are, we
will be in no worse conamon man we
are now. If prices do advance and
we await better values, we will have
made good profit by withholding our
Again, snouia we Degin
shipments.
to ship It would be from the first
and second levels. We are now
levopening up the 400 and
els and have drifted from the com
partment shaft, towards the ore bod
reet. we win
ies, upwards or iou
have to go but little further to en
counter the ore bodies and then we
can ship from four levels Instead of
from two. The rlxed expenses are
Just as great when we are shipping
from two levels as when we are shipping from four, so that the more levels we ship from the less the expenFe
per ton for mining. So, again, if we
wait until we have opened tip the two
addition levels the expense of mining
per ton will be substantially less. On
the whole, I deem It prudent to delay
shipments for the time being and
apply ourselves to development and
blocking.
Increases Value.
"Every dollar spent In that way
will Increase the value of our assets.
I shall favor issuing bonds In the
sum of about $100,000 and apply
to development. That
their proceeds
will make-i- t profitable for us to profit
by better prices for our copper and
reduce cost of mining. If bonds are
Issued our stockholders will have an
opportunity to purchase them and
in that way we will keep our liabilities within our own corporate family,
The loss In interest will be more
than made good in increased profits
when we do begin shipping.
"This morning Captain McDermott
reported a new strike of 12 per cent
copper in. new ground at the 300-folevel. Of course we cannot tell
the dimensions of the ore body Just
encountered but the full face of the
cross-cIs in ore an assay of which
gives that result.
The captain is
much elated over the strike and when
he manifests any exhiliration it has
Us significance."

J.

G. L. Brooks, Pres.

France and England Are Browbeating

Washington. Oct. 3. The article
written bv Postmaster General Meyer
announcing his plan for a parcel post
very
service, took the opposition
His proposltlon- much iby surprise.
for simply an Increase in tne limn oin
packages to 11 pounas ana a reauc-tloof the rate to 12 cents a pound,
tcgether with a cheap rate to apply
exclusively to rural delivery routes,
Is so new that dt is hard to say what
will be the effect.
The bills which have been introduced in congress for parcels post
have all been of a much more comprehensive character. They have
provided for a rate not to exceed 25
cents up to 200 pounds, with certain
distance lones and a limitation on
the size of packages of six feet in
length and girth. This, in general, is
the foreign idea of the parcels post.
The reduction In rate from 16 ta
12 cents a pound, and the Increase In
the weight limit from 4 to 1 1 pounds
would, it Is thought by Mr. Meyer,
open the post to a much larger use
In sending merchandise than at present. It is clear, however, that it
would not enable the farmer in Kentucky to buy a dining room table
from a mall order house in Chicago
and have It sent for 25 cents through
the government malls. That Is what
some of the bills contemplate.
ltcliiw Kxprcss I titles.
One effect of the plan proposed
by Mr. Meyer, if it had no other,
would be to bring down the express
rates to a more reasonable figure.
have been
The express companies
careful to keep their rate on packages up to four pounds very close to
the government's postage rate, and
in doing so they have been able to
pllo up enormous profits.
Perhaps the most Interesting feature of Postmaster General Meyer's
recommendation' is that for a local
rural parcels post. His idea is to
peimlt the sending of packages on
the rural routes (packages which begin and end on the rural route) at a
cheaper rate, namely, 5 cents a pound
up to five pounds, and 2 cents a
pound for each additional pound up
to 11. This would facilitate the
of packages by the country
distributer to his rural customers.
This feature of the plan is expected to enlist the support of all country store keepers, a class who, at
present, are bitterly opposed to anything that goes under the name ' of
a parcels post,

PAfJF. TTTriTTR.

LIBERIA

TO PROTECT LITTLE

Twin Butte Property to be Express Companies Would be
Heavy Losers Were It
Radically Improved by

4,

evening citizen.

ALBUQUERQUE

io7.

The Colorado Telephone company
has seen fit to boost its night
toll rates.
The raise, though of
little consequence to the person
who
only uses
telephone
the
occasionally, will hit those who use
the wire to any great extent pretty
hard. The raise took effect October
1st.
From this date on there will
bo no reduced night rates. One can
talk over the wire as cheap in the
day time as nJght.
The Colorado Telephone company
announced the raise here by the following letter to Manager Graham, of
the local district:
"In view of the large number of
chIIs lost and delayed during
the
evening hours, due to the congestion
of traffic, which occurs when night
rates take effect, it has been decided
t J cancel the night rates and charge
day rates on all messages passing
o
over the lines of The Colorado
company on and after October
1, 1907."
Manager Graham's explanation of
the raise Is as follows:
"This change is necessary on account of the practice
which has
grown up of making through the
day, app' intnient calls for 6 p. m.,
when the reduced rates take effect.
As people do not realize that hundreds of othera are doing the same
thing iluy cai not understand wiiy
their service is delayed in many
raises for one or two hours beyond
the appointed time.
"There is no comparison between
the night rates for telephone and
telegraph service because telegraph
messages are filed at any time, for
night transmission upon the agreement that they are ta be sent at the
convenience of the company and are
not to bo delivered until the following day. For immediate transmission and delivery the telegraph
companies always
charge the full
day rate, no matter at what time of
the day or night the message is filed.
As telephone messages cannot
be hung on a hook they are all necessarily for immediate delivery, the
telephone company is In fact, by the
present change, adopting what has
already been the telegraph practice.
"it Is believed that this change
will take a severe and unnecessary
off the operating force, by
strain
cutting out the rush hours and distributing the traffic more evenly, and
for the same 'reason, will greatly improve the efficiency of the service to
the general public."
Afflicted With Sore Kyes for 33 Year
1 have been
afflicted with sore eyes
years. Thirteen years
for thirty-thre- e
ago I became totally blind and was
years.
My eyes were
blind for six
badly Inflamed. One of my neighbors insisted upon my trying Chamberlain's Salve and gave me half a
box of it. To my surprl-- e It healed
my eye and my sight came back.
P. C. Earls, Cynthiana. Ky. Chamberlain's Salve is for sale by all
Tele-phin-

The ladies' committee on the arts
and crafts exhibits for the territorial fair will meet at the fair headquarters above the Zeiger cafe on
Saturday afternoon between 2 and
5 p. m. to receive articles from exhibitors for the arts and crafts display. No entry fees are to be charged exhibitors
and those having
works of art, or other articles to enter, should not fail to bring them to
the committee
on Saturday afternoon.
Arts and Craft Exhibit.
Committee Mrs. M. ii. Jledler,
chairman; Mesdames Solomon Luna
Frank A. Hubbell, David Kosenwald,
Miss Mary ttpaulding, Miss Lou Lee.
111 zes.
1
Class
Handsomest sofa pillow
;
heat single piece of liatten-bej-- g
lace. $2; best single piece Mount
Melllch lace, 12; best single
piece
luchess lace, $2; best single piece
point lace, $2; best collection crochet lace. $1.50;
handsomest
silk
patchwork quilt $1.50; handsomest
cotton patchwork quilt, $1; best single piece
eyelet embroidery, $1;
best single piece shadow embroidery, $1; best single piece French embroidery, $1; best single piece silk
embroidery on linen, $1; test single
piece tatting,
1; best and handsomest hand-mad- e
bed spread, $2; best
drawnwork
handkerchief,
$1; best
drawnwork piece, $2.
Class 2 Hest landscape painting
In oil $2.60; best animal painting In
oil, $2.50; best flower painting in oil.
$2.50;
best landscape painting in
water color, $2.50;
best animal
painting in water color, $2.60; best
flower painting in water color, $2.60;
best collection pastel (not less than
three), $1.50; best collection crayon
(not less than three), $1.60; best
single piece burnt wood etching,
$1.50; best single piece burnt leather
etching. $1.60;
best
collection oil
paintings (not less than six), $6;
best collection water color paintings
(not less than six), $5.
Class 3 Hest hand painted cream
and sugar, $2; best hand painted
$2;
vase.
best hand painted odd
plates (not less than six), $3; best
collection cups and saucers, $1.50;
best hand painted coJlectlon $5.
Juvenile work under sixteen years
of age Handsomest
doll,
dressed
$1; best crotcheted
fascinator. 75c;
best embroidered centerpiece,
T5c;
hest embroidered dollies (not less
than six), 75c;
best specimen of
sewing, 75c; best specimen hand
painting. $1.25; best individual collection hand painting. $2.50.
Women over sixty years of age
Best specimen of darning. 75c; best
specimen button holes (three materials! 7"c; best specimen of sewing. 75c; best specimen embroidery,
$1: best specimen knitting. $1.
Hest club collection
In general
painting. $10.
Hest individual collection of curios,
tl.-iiO-

$2 50.

Handsomest old shawl, $2; handsomest old dress or costume, $2;

PROPOSALS
FOR
BUILDING
ETC.
Albuquerque.
MATERIALS,
in. M., sept. 14, l07. Sealed pro
posals, plainly marked on the outside
or the envelope "Proposals for Build
Ing Materials, etc.", and addressed to
the undersigned at Albuquerque. N.
M.. will be received at the Indian
School until two o'clock p. m., of
Oct. 10, 1907, for furnishing end delivering: at the school
as required
during the fiscal year ending June
jo. iug, about 37,000 feet of lumber,
28.000 shingles, 84 doors, windows
18
and transoms,
columns. 102.000
brick, 16 squares shingles, 880 feet
or yailey, ill reet of stone sills, 1,357
rquare yards plastering, 260 barrels
cement, 2 boilers, 2 lavatories, 2 closets, a bath tub, and a quantity of
pipe, electrical
supplies, radiation,
etc., etc., as per list and specifications
obtainable at the school.
Bidders
must state in their bid the proposed
price of each article to be offered under contract. All articles so offered
will be subject to rigid Inspection.
The right is reserved to reject any or
all bids or any part of any bid if
deemed for the best Interests of the
service. Each bid must be accompanied by a certified check or draft
on some United States depository or
solvent national bank, made payable
to the order of the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs for at least 6 per cent
of the amount of the proposal, which
check or draft shall be forfeited to
the United States In case a bidder
receiving an award shall fail to execute promptly a satisfactory contract in accordance with his bid;
otherwise to be returned to the bidder. Bids accompanied toy cash in
lieu of certified check will not be
considered. For further information
apply to BURTON B. CUSTER, SUPERINTENDENT.

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO.

Phone 8

Corner Third and Marquette
Masonic Meeting Carlsbad, N. M., Oct 21 to 26

Albuquerque

Ticket h on sale Oct. 10. 20,
21, to El luso or Trinidad,
Oolo., at rato of one fare for
round trip. Return limit Oct.
2UUi.

Farmers' National Congress, Oklahoma City,
O.T Oct 17 to 27, '07.

9)

Machine

Works

R. a. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Caatlnfa; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bare, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
Repair em Minium: and mill Mmohlnory a )poolmltr
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

COK)0X)XD0000K5X)00(

Rate $37 for tlie round
trip. Ticket on sale Oct. in,
16, 17 and 18.
Return limit
.
tH-t-

Foundry and

PATTERSON

31.

Sll-31- 3

Ivlvery
and Boarding S
West Silver Avenue.

Telephone (7.

ALliUyilERQCE, NEW MEXICO.

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marqoette

Fttots

Rooting

Altaqoerque, New Mexico

Superior Lumber and Mill Go.

A Criminal Attack.
on an Inoffensive citizen is frequently made in that apparently
useless

little tube called the "appendix." It's
We have the only planing mill In the southwest that la equipTREY MAKE YOU FEEJj GOOD!
generally the result of protracted
ped to make Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixtures or
constipation, following liver torpor.
anything that a first class planing mill is expected to do at reasonDr. King's New Life Pills regulate
able prices. Write or call on ua before placing your order for mill
Never disorder your digestion or
the liver, prevent appendicitis, and make life no longer worth the liv
work.
establlnh regular habits of the bow- ing. Writing about cakea, pies and
els. 25c at all dealers.
other pastry from our ovens. CareSOUTH OF VIADUCT
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
fully made from high class materials why shouldn't they be goodT
Kverybody knows about our bread.
What? You don't? Better set ac- TTJXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXimiTXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXIXXXXXXXl
jfvtf-d4 iliould know
quainted.
atHJUlllut oiiderful
SSivJ' 'l.t
"VftMARVEL Whirling Spray
THE RELIANCE ELECTRIC COMPANY

Every Woman
1

tf'il.

it

PIONEER BAKERY

L'ltMluto

lUftUtuuy.
Ark vrmr (lruirtHaf for It.
If h c.'i:i-'urpijr the
K
no
K L.
t'tT, I'tit 'in laitiii fur

nt

fta.i rtir"
la,. it tu in.ttni. M ii

'Mi'

'nr t.

t

n-

-

it.

07 South

First Street.

Ills IKnr Old Mother.
"My dear old mother, who is now
e
years old, thrives on
Klectrie Hitters," writes W. B. Brun-soof Dublin, Oa. "She has taken

elirhty-thre-

SKILLED WORKMEN
PINE STOCK
WORK GUARANTEED
Telephone 131
502 West Central

'milllllXXIinillllllllllllllllllTTTTTTTTtTttlTITII

n.

them for about two years and eniovs
an excellent nppetlte. feels strong
I
and sleeps well.
lhats the way.
or micarftlloftA Klectrlc Hitters affect the aged, and
tturuiMi m ot
irriiau una
mac ft at matubrftn. the same happy results follow in all
cases of femald weakness and gener
or toitonouc
al debility. Wak, puny children too,
uy mem.
B.
A. M UI II lta rmppw. Rie Hfeauy bu eu.s i iieneu
tut Guaranteed also for stomach, liver
ft or bottlerfil.
Tjrfl fiat,
j 75.
and kidney troubles, by all dealers.
LLMJLfttL

MEM AND WOMEN.
In Bu 4J for aDBatnr&l

f,1r

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

B. RUPPE
203

WEST RAILROAD AVE
HUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

j

j

5 Of.

0

j

ALBUQUERQUE

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY
By

the Citizen Publishing Company

i

W. S. STRICKLER
PRESIDENT

scbsckiition
One year by mall In advance
Ooe month by mall
One month by carrier within rlty limits.

EVENING

CITIZEN'.

matter at the rostofflce of Albnqnerqne, N. M,
Enured as ttecoml-claander Act of Congrcm of March 3, 1879.
Tha only Illustrated dally newspaper In New Mexico and the bert advertising medium of the Southwest.
n

weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principle and tlie "Square Deal."
AI.m-QlintQl1-

If

the full piquant flavor of the
fresh from th cool
of the ocean, try the delicious

They are taken from tlio shell, vnshccl quickly and
put In to a cane, of puro whlto enamel, scaled and
packed in Ion They are not oftcned till they roach
the) denier. They come out fresli, firm, unbroken and
tang. Tlie secret of
full of the delicious
lic in tlm use of the patent Scalxhlp
their
Carrier.

Gducaticn Without 06jcct

salt-wat-

The Citizen reproduces with considerable pleasure, an editorial from
It hits the nail on the head squarely
the Silver Belt of our sister territory.
In matters of education and was never truer than In these days of practical
work In all things.
The man with the fine education, who has failed to specialize along
tome branch or other is worse oft In moft cases than the man who depends
upon his brawn for a living.
The man with a Job in New Mexico earns from $75 to $100 a month,
that Is skilled labor. Others earn more. The man with a "position" probdollars a month unless he Is a speably averages from fifty to seventy-fiv- e
The Silver Belt, however, tells the tale in the
cialist In some line or other.
following, which The Citizen calls to the attention of every young man in

Between the United States and Mexico relations should, and, Indeed,
must be, close and Increasingly profitable to both parties, says the New
The two countries abut immediately upon each other for
York Tribune.
more than eighteen hundred miles or twice as far as from New York to
Chicago.
In going to and from our Panama canal a large part of our
commerce must 30 past the coasts and ports of Mexico.
When the inter
continental railroad scheme is fulfilled, as it bids fair to be In the not
future, all our railroad traffic to and from the Central and South Am
of a bll
About
erlcan countries will pass through Mexico.
lion dollars of American capital is now Invested In enterprises in Mexico,
Of late there has been a strong In
and the amount Is steadily Increasing.
clination, not, of course, toward anything like political union, but toward
political or diplomatic
between the two countries, especially
In negotiations with the Central American states. All these circumstances
emphasize strongly and happily the relations of sisterhood which exist be
tween the two nations and forecast their perpetuity.
three-quarte-

rs

ft

clMilocNt oymcTs,

vSEAILSHIPT
OYSTERS

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

"I am strong but do you know of any way to use my strength that will
get me any money?
"I am young but that is not a stable asset.
"I have had a military school training but have forgotten all of it except the roll call.
"I have had a college education but nothing of any practical use.
"I am bright but, I am afraid, only In my mother's and my own
opinion.
"Finally, I will work hard and for small pay if the Job has a future In
store for me. I will give any Job a thorough trial and will not quit it
unless, convinced that It is not the particular niche that I can fill exactly.
"I graduated from college a few months ago and have spent the time In
a fruitless search for the proper job, but I have not given up hope, and am
willing to spend many months more in the endeavor to find my own niche
In the business world."
This is the conclusion of a letter to the Chicago Tribune, written by a
young man who wants a "position."
If he wanted a "Job," he could un
doubtedly find one easily. The trouble probably Is that In having had a
college education he has virtually disqualified himself for the Job without
fitting himself for the position.
Tn other words, he. has completed his school life without having any
He Is a fine looking, well polished, staunch piece
definite object in view.
of human flotsam, of use If some other power should happen along to rescue
him and rjut him in his nroper dace: but without the power to find that
place himself.
He has been modeled and finished by other hands than his own. Evi
dently he has not had much to do with his own fashioning, ana tnose tnat
i... i.
nnA
nnv. HeflnltAw nur.
.
.....
...... without
rn crAnAfol
.
. i.vu vii
nrlnnlnl..
UIU
lb lui v.lm
mill t. A.lfa
nl
pose.
purely
cultural educa
It Is just the common fault of parents and of a
Having completed his education, th
tional system In a very practical age.
young man will find that he must do it all over again and this time he must
be his own architect and workman.
There are hundreds of thousands Just like him jn the world and they
men In the ordinary vocations of
!are found everywhere the college-bre- d
If they have the grit to see this through.
llfe serving an apprenticeship.
'they almost Invariably succeed, and finally find a use for the classroom
cation In that personal satisfaction and the greater powers of appreciation
which Is the largest element In making life worth while.

.

20 Per Gent. Discount
On All Lace Curtains and Draperies
We have on display our new line of Wiltons, Axmlnlsters
Empire and Selkirk Wiltons, Velvets and Body Brussels,
at a
saving of from 10 per cent to 20 per cent.

you want

depth

"AVE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

this territory:

Inducement
Prices

1

me SEA TASTE

3
CmZKN HAS:
The finest equlped Job department In New Mexico.
The latest reports by Associated Preea and Auxiliary News Serrlce.

THE

For Out of Town Customers, we are Making

am

-

tM7.

For Fair Week

.CO

Ai.nrQrEnQrr: citizen is:
theThe
leading- Republican dally and

S.

DOES IT COST YOU TO LIVE?

WHAT

Fifty dollars a month If you don't want much $100 n month If you
want
comfort.
AND WEEKLY
There Is a place In New Mexico where you couldn't spend more than
$9 a week or $36 a month If you tried, and yet you live better than you're
of Albuquerque, New Mexico. living now. If you've come west for the winter, don't ftay In town.
Get
Is fresh find pure and the sun shines bright all day long.
out
where
the
air
' Ho where you can have eggs fresh laid every day, milk, right from the cow
;
a hi pitcher of It In your room when you want it. Live In a place where
WILLIAM F. BROGAN and
they kill their own beeves right ofT the range, where you can walk a rod
MANAGING EDITOR
from the house and catch all the trout you can eat. Rig nlry ranch rooms
us cum lun.i uie tis u.ii i ihuu, ti inirm in iiie woouv r n ieui inme 11 jwu
want them, see a genuine western ranch. Watch the boys breaking horses,
see the round-u- p
and enjoy life as you never did before
ratks.
Easy access to a railroad with a dally
This Is no tourist
line.
.$5.00 resort but a genuine western rancn.
Inquire this office or address The valley Ranch, Pecos, X. M.
.
.60
.
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Entries for the baby show close

on Friday

night.
Attorney Elfego Baca left last
night for Hillsboro on legal busi
ness.
Born, yesterday morning to Mr.
and Mrs. Frlehoffer, 606 north Arno
street, a ten pound baby boy.
A small delegation of ' Albuquer
que people went to Ileta today to
witness the Pinto dance of the
which is in progress.
The stockholders of the Albuquer
que Pressed Brick and Tile com
pany held a meeting this morning
t tne company s olllce on seconu
street.
Mrs. W. J. Johnson, formerly of
this city but now of Los Angeles,
Is in the city accompanied by her
mother, Mrs. Poyas, also of Los
Ray Stanford, arrested for being
drunk and disorderly on the streets
last night, pleaded guilty in police
court this morning and was sent to
jail for ten days.
A colored
man named
James
Smith was arraigned before Police
Judge Craig In police court this
morning and given five days in juil
for being drunk on the streets.
Annua Council No. 1, Degree of
Pocohontas, will hold a regular meet
ing tonight at 8 o clock. All members are urgently reguested to be
present. Lunch after business meet
Matthews

who committed suicide here yester
day, Is expected to arrive here from

The
California tomorrow evening.
body will probably be buried in this
city.
Cards are out announcing the en
gagement of E. E. Veeder of East
Las Vegas and Miss Reba Jackson
of Montgomery, 111. The wedding is
set for October 16. The groom is a
well known attorney of the Meadow
City.

The local wrecking crew was call

ed out at 10:30 o'clock last night to
go to Isleta to put an engine on the

The big locomotive was
track.
backing off the main line, when a
switchman threw the awltch under
it, derailing It.
A stated communication of Temple
The recent grand Jury which rendered its report last evening uncovers a Lodge No. 6. A. F. and A. M. will be
multitude of sins. It says that coal is too high. No one will dispute the fact held at the Masonic Temple this
evening at 8 o'clock. Work in the K.
that coal is higher than the poor man can well afford to pay but why? As A.
F. C. degrees. Vl'lting Ma
yet there is no solution of the difficulty.
As far as a certain section of the sonsand
cordially Invited. By order
city, being well known for Its 111 fame, this section has for more years than of theare
W. M. .Frank H. Moore, acting
The county Jail sec retary.
The Citizen cares to mention, been that BOrt of a place.
Is not commodious enough and that also has been well known for a long
B. A. Ilagan. a well known em
time.
The grand Jury is undoubtedly to be commended for its perspicuity ploye of the Wells-Farg- o
Express
was
Other grand Juries have called attention company at the local office,
but what is going to be done?
to the same old thing.
Perhaps when the indictments have been made united in marriage last evening at
parsonage to Mrs.
public, we will know more about these matters.
It is to be hoped that we the Presbyterian
Freda Reising, Rev. Hugh A. Coop
In the interim the public will wait hopefully.
will.
er officiating. They will reside on
South Edith street.
It Is with the approval of the great majority of the people that the
aged thirty-fiv- e
S. D. Fleenor.
is broad who has been in Albuquerque for
president has announced that the constitution in his estimation
enough fur present needs and does not need revision.
two
constitution
of
The
months, died this morning. The
the United States was most carefully framed and it has never yet been deceased was a Jeweler by trade
will be taken to Greenfound defective if its provisions have been complied with In their full sense The remains
Texas,
The
for Interment.
There Is no doubt In the world that the constitution will meet every con ville,
young
was pres
of
the
mother
dition existing at present in this country if properly applied and the presi- ent at the time of herman
son s death
dent simply took a conservative and sensible view of that point when he
Will C. Barnes, grazing Inspector
While tome of his
said no revision was needed or words to that effect.
the forest service, returned yester
remarks are radical in the extreme, he is well within the bounds of con in
day from a trip to the Sacramento
servatism so long as the constitution stands Inviolate.
Even the democrats and (Suadalupe national
forests,
will admit that.
where he investigated
the grazing
conditions of that vicinity. He re
that the stockmen are well sat
Just how It Is figured out, by some, that those who should compose our ports
isfied
the reserve conditions on
constitutional convention should be appointed rather than call together the the twowith
new reserves.
see,
says the Kenna
elected representatives of the people, we are unable to
Train No. 2. due here at 8 o'clock
Kecord.
If the people of New Mexico are unable to choose by popular
morning, is late and will not
Vote men who are qualified to represent them upon such an occasion, we this
reach
the city before 4:30 this after
are not entitled to statehood either single or doubt.
noon, according to reports posted at
the station. The cause of the delay
unknown at the local Santa Fe
And now the Irrepressible Kansas farmer again comes to the fore. He
and It is believed that there
rate law. because he says he seldom has time to get offices
is against the
was
a wreck some place west of
away from home while hU city relatives can now visit him Just twice as Winslow,
Ariz., which is the next
After all his argument is a good one.
often every year.
division point west of Albuquerq je.
Work on the Japanese pagoda,
The president's trip down the Mississippi river can not help but end In which will form the central figure of
a failure according to a Missouri paper, because Mrk Twain is not the the Japanese garden at the Monte'
pilot of the presidential boat.
Mark, however, probably knows better than tumn ball, was begun this afternoon.
The pagoda iUelf. will be erected
to try to steer Theodore Roosevelt. a
over the fountain in the little court
Inside the Alvarado.
The turueture
A heavyweight Jap wrestler has reached this country.
This is calcu will be of extraordinary size, accord'
to
maintain the .balance of avordupols threatened by the presence of lng to the frame work, the first sec
lated
tion of which is already in place.
Tart in Japan.
Because it is alleged that he stole
Vl
European power are engaged in a fierce war balloon rivalry, which $36.80 from .his mother-in-latorlana
Aldrete y Jararnlllo, with
goes to thow that they are ull up in the air.
whom he lived,
Frank Sanchez is
wanted by the sheriff. Sanchei was
What the Isthmus needs, perhaps, Is not so much a Coney Island as an an employe of the Santa Fe shops
until yesterday when he disappeared
Asbury Park.
and It was reported that 'he went to
Hunch. is de Atrlsco. A warrant has
The flag rush has arrived. This Is one crize which doei not seem to been sworn out for hia arrest, but
flag.
he has not yet been located.
The
money stolen was hid in a trunk and
was missed at about the time San
The h!gh price of living to far hasn't affected the inebriate.
chez left for parts unknown.

Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers

If you need anything in this line call or write to us

Our Prices Can't be Beat

AND YOUNG MEN

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING

Summary- - of Conditions.
York,
Oct. 3. American
stocks in Ijondon weak
to
be
low parity.

IS A HOBBY OF OURS
We aim to have the choicest styles and the best display.. This
makes our Children's Clothing Department the favored place when
Our stock is at
mothers are making selection for their little men.
present teeming with the brightest and best things from the

World's

Best Maker of Ederheimer Stein & Go.

M. MANDELL
8

FINE CLOTHING & FURNISHING

Kuiishm City UvcMtock.
Kansas City, Oc. 3. Cattle receipts
1.000. Market Bteady Southern steers
cows $2.00fi
$3.25W4.2ri; southern
2.35; stockers and
feeders $3.00fi
5.20; bulls 2.60 fa' 4.00: calves 3.00D
6.25;
steers
western
$4.005.50;
4.00.
western cowa $2.60
6,000.
receipts
Market
Sheep
strong. Muttons f 5.00ji 5.60; lambs
5.00 fa
$6.00ii 7.40; range wethers
5.85; fed ewes 14.50(1 6.00.
1

Chicago livestock.
receipts
3. Cattle
Oct.
8,5011.
Market Hteady. Beeves 4.10fa
.J5: cows 1.25r5.50; Texans $3.50
fa 4. K0; calves 16.00 4f 8.00;
westerns
4.o0fa 6.25: stockers l2.60G5.no.
Sheep receipts 20,000.
Market
steady to strong. Western 3.2.i 'n 5.40
yearlings J5.35 'u 6.25; lambs $4.65fa
5.25; western
5.00 W
Chicago lroluee Market.
Oct, 3. Closing quota

Chicugo,

tions:
Wheat

IVc. 1.01 (fiHi,; May 1.07 ,.
May 59M,.
hois Dec. 51V; May 63?ifa7.
Pork oct. $13.80; Jan. $15.10.
l.ard Oct. $8.95; Jan. $8.72
Ribs Oct. $7.70; Jan. $ 7.82 Vi U ?i .
Corn

rlec. 68V4Mi;

Ncu York Metal Market.
quiet,
3. Lead
York. Oct.
$4.6Ui 4.75; copper weak $14.50fa'
15.00; silver 66V1C
New

WHEN YOU COME

TO THE FAIR
Make Yourselves at Home at

LEARNARD & LINDEMANNS

"v York Money Market.
Money on call
New York, Oct. 3.
strong 3'u8V per cent.

The Square Music Dealers

St. Ixml-- i Wool Market.
steady;
St. I.ouis, Oct. 3. Wool
utirhaiiKed.
All penult: interested 111 unoiugi'd- phy should see the elegant ten-foview of Trinidad on exnitmion at

fair hearuuarters.
It is the work
of the Oreat Western View com
pany, otticlal fair photographers.
NEW FANCY 1KY iKI4 Alt

ItlVIMi K.VDHV DAY AT MRS. M.
WIXT dOIJt
22
C. WII.SOVK.

MTi:iCIIj AMI DAMPING
UMUltODlElUXU.

lull

b

1

Clothes for Little Rfien

New

Chicago.

V.

McINTOSH HARDWARE GO.

102

Bank of England rate unchanged
Relations between Gould Interest
and Pennsylvania understood to be
more friendly.
indon market generally Inclined
to sell off with pressure In copper
stocks.
Steel authorities say rumors of re
stricted production and contracting
business much exaggerated.
Strong demand for stocks In loan
crowd, In spite of higher money
rates.
President frihaughnessy of Canad
ian J'acilie, says one per cent extra
payment from land sales will be
continued.
Renewal of Standard Oil hearing
today.
President speaks at Cairo. 111., to
day.
Money becoming tignter nere ana
elsewhere.
x
Twelve Industrials declined 33 per
cent.
Twenty active
railroads declined
60 per cent.

i

Ammunition By the Car Load f

8
Greene Catutnea
. t
Shannon .
10
Calumet ami Arizona
107
Old Dominion23
Copper Range
67
North Butte
47
Butte Coal
15
Utah Cons
33
2
Santa Fe Copper
Sales to noon In New York 307.- uuo snares.
aioney loaned as mgn as 8 per
cent. Liust loan 3 per cent.

ing.

The father of Emanuel

J...

Hunter's

w.

The following quotations were re
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co.. brokers.
over their own private wires from
New York, room 37, Barnett building
Albuquerque, October 3:
New York Stocks.
Amalgamated Copper
59
112
American Sugar
87
American Smelters
American Car Foundry ....... 36
Alehison com
85
89
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Hapid Transit
47'
Chicago Great Western com... 8H
Canadian Pacinc
160
Erie com
19
Mexican Central
17
Missouri Pacific
67
Pennsylvania
119
Reading com
1. ,
93
Hock Island com
18
Southern Pacific
82
St. Paul
118
'
Union Pacific
127
U. S. S. com
26
U. S. S. pre,
88
N. Y. C.

1

Delight
A Good Gun
and
$ Ammunition

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

ABOUT TOWN

Block
F. H. Strong CornerStrong
2d and Copper
HOUSE FURNISHERS

206

West

Gold Avenue

TIItHSDAY,

OCTOREn 8,

'ALBUQUERQUE

IflOT.

tiiTiiiiiiimxTiiiumn
8

I

-

Central Avenue

The place to get

R

E

Out Glass and Hand Painted Ohina
Toilet Articles

B

and VEGETABLES

X. R. Our dm and prescription departments
charge of expert registered pharamacists.

always

A full line always in
stock
Our Prices ARE rierht
You know the goods

TAKE

PICTURES

JURY
RECESS

OF TERRITORIAL

FAIR

In

TAKES

TILL
21
Unsanl-tary-Speak-

Home

Cooking
Strictly
at

Columbus
Motel
MADAM

STEWARDLAMB
210 South Second

Exclusive Millinery
HASTINGS IS INDICTED
ON SEVEN

COUNTS

Alleged Ilogus Check Artist Still in
Jail Without Koiul -- Grand Jury
Returns Forty-tw- o
True
Bills.
Clifford Davenport Hastings,
the
Clever native son, who gained considerable notoriety last
week by
cashing;
several worthless checks,
will have to stand trial charged with
Issuing worthless checks on seven
counts.
This Is the decree of the
grand Jury, which was released yesterday afternoon until October 21.
Hastings Is still in the county Jail,
where he was taken Immediately after his capture at Las Vegas. After
working the city for $150, Hastings
left on an early morning train but
was arrested before he got out of the
territory.
Other Indictments returned by the
territorial grand Jury, where the indicted are in custody, are as follows:
Elbert M. Sherrlll, two Indictments.
Jack Stewart, Indicted for larceny.
Stewart is the man who as agent for
the Singer Sewing Machine company
absconded to the mountains with his
wife and a pony and wagon and a
sewing machine
belonging to the
company.
Franklin,
John
who threw a rook
through a window of a Santa Fe
train.
Ramon Velasquez, assault and battery.
Alberto Luna, Issuing a bad check.
Carlos Apodaca, seduction of a minor.
Leopoldo Apodaca, attempt to enter a house to commit rape.
John Cornetto, three Indictments
for selling liquor to Indians.
Edgar Smith and John Williams,
colored,
There are
the negroes who entered the house of
Jacob Weinman some weeks ago
and were discovered by Mrs. Weinman In the act of attempting to burglarize the house,
Daniel Dugan. Dugan has already
been sentenced, paid his fine anil
gone.
John Anderson, iburglary. Anderson, who Is a mere boy, stole cigars
from Rosenwald's stand.
The grand Jury returned fortytwo
true bills altogether.
Pratt Heave Cough and Cold
Cure 50c and $1.00 per lox. Jre.
pared to feed In grain. E. W. Fee,
002-60- 4
South First street.
Trial Catarrh treatments are being
mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests are
proving to the people without a
penny's cost
the great value of
this scientific prescription known to
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all dealers.
house-breakin-

g.

Are you looking fur someTTiIng? h- member the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit. It talks to the people and
they talk to you.

L. S. Patterson, business manager
for the Great Western
view com
pany and the Colorado Advertising
company, arrived in the city this
morning and today concluded ar
rangements with territorial fair of
his company was
flclals whereby
granted the concession for photo
Uy regraphing the fair exhibits.
quest from the association they will
take a number of views of the city
captive
Blondln's
from Aeronaut
balloon. As a sample of the excellent work of which his company is
capable. Air. Patterson has placed on
exhibit at the fair headquarters over
the Zelger cafe, a largo framed
panoramic photograph of the city of
Trinidad, Colo. This view Is ten
feet in length and eighteen inches in
width and shows the entire city to
an advantage.
It is doubtful If a
finer photograph has ever been seen
in Albuquerque before and this sixe
is by no means the largest size that
can be taken by the cameras of the
company.
A
view eighteen feet
long and twenty-fou- r
inches in width
can be taken Just as easily as any
smaller sizes. To do this 'high grade
work the company has a collection
of cameras equipped with the finest
lenses that money can buy. A. Newman, the general manager of the
Great Western View company, and
who Is an expert
photographer of
long and varied experience, will be
here during fair week with a force
of twelve assistants to accomplish
the photograph work In this city. To
show that this company is qualified
in every respect to do the highest
grade of photographic work, it may
be mentioned that they have recently closed a deal with the Santa Fe
railroad to photograph all the stations of the road from Chicago to
San Francisco. Also they have taken official panoramic views of the
cities of Galveston, . Texas, Houston,
Tex., and have done a great amount
of work- for Colonel Green In Can-ane- a,
Mexico .and the Guggenhelm-er- s
of Colorado. Besides panoramic
views the company takes flash light
pictures of interiors,
exterior and
figure work of all kinds, as well as
any special
photographing
which
they may be called upon to perform
such as the making of Instantaneous
views of moving objects and various
kinds of commercial pictures.
-

LEGAL NOTICE.
Last Will and Testament of Fred C.
Nash, Deceased.
To Mary A. Nash,
and
Executrix
Devisee, Nellie Xash, Vera Nash
and to all whom it may concern:
You are hereby notitied that the
alleged last will and testament of
Fred C- Nash, late of the county of
Bernalillo and territory of New Mexico, deceased,
has been produced
and read in the probate court of the
county of Bernalillo,
territory of
New Mexico, on the 3rd of October,
1907, and the day of the proving of
said alleged last will and testament
was by order of the clerk of said
court thereupon fixed for Monday, the
4th day of November. A. D. 1907,
term of said court, at 10 o'clock in
the forenoon of Bald day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this court, this 3rd day of
October, A. D. 1907.
A. E. WALKER.
Probate Clerk.
Don't let the haby suffer from
eczema, sores or any Itching of the
Doan's
Ointment gives inskin.
stant relief, cures quickly. Perfectly safe for children.
All druggists
sell it.
o

CREPE

AND

TISSIE PAPER

DECORATIONS IV FAIR COLORS,

AT O. A. MATSON & CO.

The uncertainty of life and the
seeming cruelty of death Is told Impressively in the experience of Hrs.
T. W. Hopper, who arrived In the
city last night from Sioux City, la.,
expected to meet her husband's fond
embrace but instead found him cold
In death in an undertaking establishment.
He had died three days
before unknown to her, and she had
not received
a telegram sent to
Kioux City telling the sad news. She
had left there before the telegram
reached Jts destination. She did not
even know of his serious illness.
Hopper succumbed to tuberculosis
Monday night in a lonely rooming
house on the south side.
He was
alone when the grim reaper relieved
his sufferings and his body was
found In .his bed Tuesday morning
cold and llfeleiss.
Mrs Hopper stepped from train
No. 1 last evening
expecting her
husband to meet her. He was not
there, so she began to inquire after
him. For an hour she had little success, when Oakey Clifford, a hack
driver, who .had volunteered his services, asked Postmaster Hopkins If
he knew a man by the name of Hopper.
"Why, yes," said Mr. Hopkins. "I
saw an account of his death In the
newspapers a few days ago."
This was the first news Mrs. Hon- per had of her husband's death. She
scarcely believed it at first, and It
was with tin aching .heart and great
anxiety she sought the undertaking
establishments of the city. The body
was found at the parlors of A. Borders on West Gold avenue.
The
scene of the wife at the body of the
dead husband, whom she had expected to met alive a few hours before was a touching one. After a
little while she was lead away to the
hotel.
Hopper was an actor previous to
coming
to Alb'iquerquo
a few
months ago for hi. health, but owing to this being a poor Held for his
profession, he had done some other
work for a llvllhood. while he was
yet able to work. Then there came
a time when he was no longer able
to work. Still clinging to the .hope
that he would recover from the malady that was slowly eating his life
away, he did not write his wife nor
his relatives of his failing eondtlon
until a couple of weeks ago and then
he did not tell them that he was
seriously ill. He merely requested
In his letter that Mrs. Hopper come
to Albuquerque.
The remains will be taken to the
deceased's old home at Smithland.
Iowa, for Interment.
The deceased
was a member of the Fraternal order of Eagles.

s

Albuquerque coal dealers are making a net profit of $2.85 on every ton
of coal they sell to their customers
in Albuquerque.
This was brought
to light by the territorial grand Jury,
which has been In session at the
Bernalll lo county court house and
yesterday afternoon made a report
of their findings on taking a recess
un ic;oDer ;si.
The report says that the situation
Is of such a nature as to warrant
runner investigation, and this is eiv
en as one of the reasons why the
Jury took a recess instead of making
a final report. The report of the
Jury, it is thought, will be forwarded to Washington In the meantime
ana the findings of the Investigation
brought before the Interstate commerce commission.
The grand Jury does not think
that the olilcers of the American
Fuel, company at Gallup have the
Information desired for a thorough
Investigation and that this Information can only be obtained from the
company's books in the headquarters
offices in Denver.
Sunday Violation.
Beside reporting on the coal evil,
the Jury touched on several flagrant
violations of the law, but returned
no indictments.
The report calls attention to the violation of the Sunday law and says that the sheriff of
the county and the police of Albuquerque should arrest the offenders
wherever they find them. The Jury
examined a large number of witnesses from whom it was thought
information against the saloon men
might be had. but in no case would
a witness furnish the evidence desired. In reporting on these witnesses the Jury became rather sarcastic
in its language, saying in no uncer- TROOPS I AND K ARE
tain words that 1t was Just as well
that no indictments were found for
violations of the Sunday Jaw, as the
AMONG THE BEST
people who attend such places on
Sunday were of such a class that it
Is barely possible that a trial Jury
would give their evidence sufficient
Lieutenant IavIm Shj-- SokMer Comcredence to make a conviction.
ing to Fuir Are Among Bet
I' n nii ill tar y
Drilled In the Army.
The county administration was censured for the
condition of
the Jail and it was recommended
Lieutenant J. H. Lewis, of troop H,
that a new room be erected in addi- Fifth United States cavalry,
stationtion to the present building, which is ed at Fort Wingate, who arrived in
crowded with prisoners.
the city last night from a trip to the
The report calls attention to the north and east on special duty, says
redlight district and says that It is a that though his troop has been left
nuisance, but the Jury made no in- out of the territorial fair program
dictments for violation of the tor- - this year but he can vouch for the
troops that are coming. They are
ritorial statutes.
among the best drilled In the army.
The Coal .Situation.
Lieutenant Lewis and his troop atThat part of the report touching tended
the fair last year and tha two
on the coal evil is as follows:
years
and on all three oc"We have learned
that what Is casionsprevious
did good service for which
known as "commercial lump coal"
the
Is duly grateful.
association
fair
can be purchased in Gallup for 12.50
per ton on the cars, and that the The troops are one of the big atat the- fair.
freight on such coal from Gallup to tractionstroops
coming to the fair this
The
Albuquerque Is $2.15 per ton, thus year
will
be troop K under command
making the cost delivered at Albuquerque. S4.0.5 per ton. Such coal re- of Captain Wlllard and troop I under command of Lieutenant Warren.
tails today in Albuquerque at $7.60 Col.
G. H. Hunter, officer in command
per ton. We have also learned that
coal of the same grade but of supe- at Fort Wingate. will accompany
rior quality can be purchased at Ha-ga- n them. General Early Thomas. In
foi $2.25 per ton, but Hagan Is command of the department of Colowhich Includes New Mexico,
a considerable distance from any rado,
railroad and about 36 miles from will also be In the city during fair
Albuquerque Ty wagon road. These week and review the troops present.
Lieutenant Lewis says that he reprices are higher than those which grets
have prevailed
for a number of himself,that he will not be present
as he alwa found his visits
years prior to the fall of 1907. What
is known as "mine run coal" can to Albuquerque especially those made
during
week, very pleasant Infair
be purchased for about $2 per ton
at both Gallup and Hagan, and for deed.
General Thomas Is an old Fifth
even less at the latter place, while
the freight rate on such coal from Cavalry man, and will undoubtedly
Gallup, 158 miles, would be $1.75 find the trip here a very pleasant one
per ton.
It is believed that mine also.
Lieutenant Lewis was In the east
run co;d from Hagan can be brought
to Albuquerque for less than $5 in- four months Inspecting the national
of several states, an appointcluding all freight
charges.
The guard
s ment he received through exceptional
rates on coal from mines near
ability
and the recommendation of
to Albuquerque.
altout fifty
miles, are for bituminous lump coal his old tutor, General Charles Kane,
$1.75 per ton; for bituminous
nut the writer.
coal. $1.35 per ton; for anthracite
lump coal $2.10 per ton, and for anthracite nut coal. $1.50 per ton. We CITY OE MEXICO
hive r.ot been able to ascertain at
what price coal can be purchased at
the mines near Cerrlllos.
MINISTERS HERE
Some Figure.
"We are Informed that bituminous
commercial lump coal from the
mines near Cerrijlos is being sold at
Rev.
Mendoza.
editor of
retail at $6 per ton in the city of the "El Vicinte
Abogado Cristlano Ilustra-do,- "
Santa Fe; the freight rate on such
leading M. K. church
coal, we are advised is 40 cents per paper the
of Mexico, published In the
ion less ironi aiauriu to Santa Fe City of Mexico, is In the city the
than from Madti.i to Albuoueroue. guest of local Methodists.
and this coni i
oM n Santa Fe at
Rev. Mendoza is pastor of the
$1.50 per ton less than in this city.
First Methodist Spanish church
of
It is a matter of common knowl the
of Mexico and was Invited to
edge that tiie retail price of lump New City
Mexico to perform the marriage
coal lit Albuquerque has within the ceremony
of Ignatio Trujlllo to Miss
last two years ri.en from $5.50 to Barbara Chives.
prmlnent young
$7.50 per ton, and we have not been people of San Mai.ial,
were
able to learn from any witness the married at San Mania! onwho
last Monreason for such Increase. Those wit- day. This Is Rev. Mondoza's
second
nesses who might pcrhapi have givto New Mexico. H0 was here
en us full Information, failed to do visit
four years .its and stopped In
so. but it appears to us extraordinary first
Albuquerque
over night,
en
uiai me two local ;oat dealers, who route to California to atiendwhile
the naare supposed to b competitors In tional conference
f the
Methodist
biainess and who derive their sup- church.
Rev.
While on this vl.-ply of coal, as It is generally well
Mendoza had some queer experiences
known, from at least three different and
good
story
a
pretty
on
telis
him.
sources should today be selling their self and another minister, who accoal at precisely the same prices. companied til tn. Tile two got In a
It is a noticeable
fact that the
at the station and told the
fluctuation in the retail price of coal carriage
cHhhy that they would like to go to a
In Albuquerque has been simultaneela-"hotel. Tliey paid the man
ous observed by both the local deal- first he s drove
a block and stopped
ers, each advancing or decreasing and
mid
told
the
ministers that they were
the price exactly in the same at their destination.
"We could have
amount."
walked the distance while we were
getting
of
out
in
the carriage."
ami
STACY AVI)
.
IV ursiVEAK iaid
The First MethMendoza.
AG1N.
FRONT l(K)lt tliOSKl) odist Rev.
church of the City of Mexico
FOR FEW DAYS. PENDING
IN. has a member-hi-p
of about 800.
VOK'll OF (kilt feTVwu- - ivi. a
RANGEME.NT OF OCR .NEW LINE.
AVI)
GREEN FESTOONING
RED
THE OFFICIAL FAIR COIiOJtS, AT
111. 385 SOIT1I SECOND STREET. '
.

J.

The board of county commissioners held a meeting at the court
house today and the following mat
ters were considered:
A petition was filed by T. F. Fhe-In- n
to have a road opened from the
Rio Grando to the Sand HIU road to
Isleta and J. I). Torllna, W. H.
liurke and A. V. Tegner were appointed viewers to investigate the
matter.
The road supervisors were advised to Investigate the matter of a
fenced road in precinct No. 6 and.
If the road Is a public highway, to
have the obstructions removed.
The Colorado Telephone company
asked permission to string wires on
supports to be placed on the Barelas
bridge and the permission
was
granted.
A report was f(Jed by R. J. Palen,
secretary of the territorial board of
equalization,
stating the changes
made by the board in the assessment
of Hernalillo county.
The butcher's bond of Epltaclo
Sandoval was approved.
The bonds of the following road
supervisors were approved:
Darlo
Chavez, Juan Ollguln, Cleofas Sanchez, Fllomeno Mora, Salbador Can- delarla, Rafael Chavez. Manuel Gon
zales y Nuanes, Fidel Apodaca, Ru- genio fnavez, Felipe Trujlllo, Jose
Benito Grlego. Anastaclo Gutierrez.
A number of accounts were ap
proved.

We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.
OUR PRICES AREr THE LOWEST

ALBERT FA BUR7 S
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BICYCLES

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

First

KouUi

BIG FAIR
EAT
YOUR MEALS

AT THE

Zeiger Cafe
Cor. Second and Central

ooooooooooooot
1,000 PEOPLE
8 WANTED
During the Fair, to Eat at the

--

Quick Service
First Class Meals
11:2 X. SECOND ST.
Sleeping Accommodations

in Connection

MYERS, Proprietor

A
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aged Tires Vulcanized Good as New.

HOPPING
r.321S. South
Second

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobster
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. .,

Under Savoy
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

(Mreet.

DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
relieve backache, weak kidneys, and
Sold
tnriammatlon or the bladder.
by J H. O'Ritlly.

L0MM0R1 & COMPANY

o

FAIR TFXXltATTOVS OF ALL
KINDS AT O. A. MATSOV & CO.
MattrcwNc made over at Clia.. L.
317-1- 9
KcviM-lcr'South Second.
o
Kennedy's Laxative Couah Svruo Is
a safe, sure and prompt remedy for (
coughs and colds, and Is good for
every member of the family. Sold
by J. H. O'RIelly.
For upholstering face diaries I
Kepix'ler, 3
South Second.
CHILDREN'S WINTER, UNDERWEAR AT R.EDVCEI) PRICES, Hi
CIONK OFT THE STOCK. MRS. M.
C. WILNOV, 221 WEST GOLD.

First Class Groceries and Meats

s

Imported Olive Oil

323 South Second Phone 791

17-I- D

MILLINER
V

Cycle Co.
Insley
208
West Gold
1--

118 South Second

tm
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HOME
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OUTFITTERS

Mixed,

Nut.

SM ITU I NO COAL.

NATIVE KINDLING.
FOR CASH ONLY.
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WOOD
TELEPHONE

C. F. Allen
Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage

Galvanized

1.

W. H. HAHN & GO,
;:Vj
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1

Hot

Tanks,
Air

Tin

Furnaces,
Roofing,

Guttering, etc.

I Grocery Company
Fresh Meats
Staple and Fancy

GROCERIES

General

Jobbing

305 West Gold
Your
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Canned Fruits Way Up
but not with us We will sell you the
lb.
Missouri Brand 2 Vi
cans of
plums, cherries,
peaches, apricots.
blackberries, liartlett pears or grapes
at 20c the can.
Walter Baker's Cocoa H lb can 25c.
Walter Baker's Chocolate Hlb for 20c
Large cans of Colton tomatoes 2 for

Beauty Parlors
120 South Fourth St.
M

N

We manufacture all kind
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Com
plete linn of Switches, Porapa- uuuje, ruu
wiga, Vic.
REAL HAIR NETS
Sanitary French Hair Rolls.
The
new pomp Wave. All
shades to be worn under th
hair Instead of ruffing; one's
own novelties In back, and aid
combs.
Mr. and Mrs,

James Slaughter,

Proprietors
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Reliable

Full Set of Teeth

Gold lining
Gold Crowas

jas.

$1.S0

Extracting..

I'ulnlttis

Dentist
up C"

$0
. M)o

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY

ANTEED.

Jtk
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twD

GUAR-

Children's Eyes

Seasonable Fruits and
Vegetables.
Imported
LUCOA OLIVE OIL
2

1

Fetal Mmi
Oreiilni
animpooinr
Klectrowils
Seals Treatneat
Msnlcarlit
Chlldret'a Hair Cottlnf

DAVIS & Z EARING
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JV3

R
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Hair

Every Thing
Necessary for
Housekeeping

ANTHRACITE
CLEAN GAS COKE.

SPORTING GOODS
REPAIR ANYTHING

BICYCLES

AMERICAN BLOCK,
CKRR1LLOS LUMP.

Furnace,

2
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Reasonable Prices
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KEY FITTER

Latest Styles
MISS PAYNTE3,

i

Y

it

NEW RESTAURANT

Dam-

Hand-Repai- ring.

ond

Where to Dine Well

FOR SALE Uentleman's ticket going east by way of Chicago. Ad- dress C. A. R. thl oftlce.
WANTBD Tinner or good helper In
shop. Mauger Hardware Co.
WANTED A good piano player for
Apply at once to
lair weeK.
Ruppe's Drug Store.
WANTED ami wright capable of
constructing flour mill. Raabe &
Mauger, 115 iNorth First street.
Wilbur's Distemper Cure.
War- rantex! to quickly and effectively cure
nil distemper.
Mild caso cured wltJi
half Ikx. eievere cacs may require
the full Itox. I Vice 60c. E. w. Fee,
602-0- 4

.... Staab Building

W. Central Avenue

308-31- 0

Or-rillo-

When at the

01 tfinffn) ???lfa)

3TD

ARE IN
LY

.

Great Western View Company Report Says Jail Is
to Photograph City From
Sarcastically
of Witnesses.
Blondln's Balloon.

tzxmx

ERS

Arrives Expecting Fond Bills Are Ordered Paid-Bon- ds
Embrace. But Instead Finds
of Road Supervisor
Husband Cold In Death.
Are Approved.

J. H. CVRIELLY DRUG COMPANY
WILL

DIES
TO

nVR.

PAGE

Wife

The Finest Line of Box Candy in the City

thing in the line of the a
n
famous
brand
c

CITIZES.

RELATIVES

Leather Goods

P

HOPPER

UNKNOWN

SEEOURWINDOW

Beautiful

any- -

fTr.T1"R TTnTTRF!

ACTOR

Make Headquarters with Us -- The Busy
Corner of the City.

A. J. MALOY
21 A
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FAIR VISITORS

E1

EVENING

DRS. COPP and PETTTT.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARM MO BLDG.
A

SPLENDID

ADVANTAGE

YOl'R HIGHEST CON-S- I
In Im LOOSE LEAF system of
DERATION.
keeping uituuiiu Is tlie fact thut
of tlicm now, during: their kms'1u1 forms
Nettle
can te ruled and
school uw when the fctraln Is great, printed to milt your liuHlnetM.
may mean much suffering In after
We make all stjles and sixes of
life, which Is eanlly avoided now. Let binders.
us examine them; we will tell you
t an nil.' and print sheet
to suit
t
DESERVE

their

exux--

condition without charge.

C. H. CARNES, O. D.

your need.

H.

The Central Avenue Optician
111 Central Avt.

I'lione 4.a.

THERE IS

Bookbinder
Phona 924

S. LITHGOW
Rubber Stamp Maker
312 W. Bold Ave.

A REASON WHY
should
You
see the new and
And hundreds of other bargains at elegant
AND FANCY GROCERIES
stock of goods STAPLE Ittwt
the
Grade of Flour.
at
Coffees, Teas and Spices a Specialty.
EvcrytliliiK' In market always on bantt
CASH BUYERS' UNION
"TUB Uh'sT ALWAYS."
122 North Second
West Centre!
508 W. Contra! Ave.
ritone 238
25c.

te

E. MAHARAM'S

ate

ALBUQUERQtTE

paoi? eix.

EVETTHTQ

CITIZEN.

THURSDAY, OCTOnrai

arthe telephone, so Mr. Martin
ranged with Captain Matthews, manager for the Colorado Telephone
company nt Socorro, for a visit of the
Navajos to the central office.
Agent Custer at Magdalena.
MYSTERIOUS VOICE IN whoIndian
the Indians knew very well, was
visit
informed of the contemplated
of the Navajos to the telephone
and requested to be within call
THE TELEPHONE
of the telephone at the noon hour.
The Indians knew also that Mr. Custer was at Magdalena twenty-eigmiles away.
The Indians were prompt In their
and there followed anThought the Man Was In the appointment
other very Interesting Interview with
the voice In the little black oblong
Wall and Searched
They were satisfied that they
box.
were talking to Custer and that he
Him.
for
twenty-eigmiles away, but
was
Man Convicted of Murder In Nearly Five Million Acres In
still
they left the telephone office
very uncertain as to what kind of a
Will
Soon
Northwest
Arizona Taking Last
On Sunday morning of the Socorro game the pale face was trying to
county fair, W. K. Martin, one of the ulay on them.
be Opened.
Chance.
officers of the fair, was awakened by
Little Early Pills.
Take
loud rapping at his door. Going to Sold by J. II. ORIelly.
by
was
greeted
the door Mr. Martin
Simkanp. Wash.. Oct. 3. Homes
Phoenix, Arl., Oct. 3. The papers
a number of Navajo Indians, who
In 4he appeal of Louis V. EytliiRe f.ir 3."). (MM) families will be provided
In Socorro as an attraction of hushesTacquitted
were
durof
from the Judgment of the district In the northwest by Undo Sam
the fair.
the next twelve months, when,op-It
court In finding him guilty of the ing
spokesman
of the party began
The
will
government
murder of John Lek'ht and sentenc- Is given out. the
Jestlculatlng and In very broken Enging him to the penitentiary for life. en to settlement 4.8in,nitO acres of
lish told Mr. Martin that he wanted
Jhave been filed In the office of the timber, agricultural and mineral land
Now Mr.
to see Jose K. Montoya.
in eastern Washington, northern Ma
clerk of the supreme court.
Montoya Is the man who interceded
South
tin,
and
prowestern Montana
The ireporter's notes of the
with
the
for
association
the
fair
CarlHbad. N. M., Oct. S. (Special.)
The occupation of these land.",
ceedings are included in two volumes
Navajos and was responsible for them
reservations.
Charles ilughejs. accused of rob
of 6f typewritten pages and In ad- situated in eight Indian
time,
being
was
at
He
that
there.
Important
period
the saloon of Hoi
dition there is a large sized volume will mark the most
miles bing the safe in given
however, on his ranch thre
a verdict of
Schuonover. was
IteMdes the pa- of development since the first rail
asleep.
of the transcript.
probably
and
of
Socorro
north
pers there are photographs of the road Invaded the forests, valleys ana
Mr. Martin told his red brethren that acquittal bv a 1urv of Eddy county
Hocky
licality of the place where the body sagebrush deserts, west of the
Mr. Montoya was not In the city and citizens at an early hour this mornHOW THEY ST.M.
of Ielcht was found and of the body mountains, and means the
could not be seen Just then but would ing.
pictur
Its
with
the latter
pockfrontier
of
the
The robbery occurred
itself; also letters found in the
probably be there early In the day.
National Irneiio.
taken
ets of the dead man and the chloro- esque cowboys and the vivid, adven
the Navajos. part of June and the amount
This did not sati.-f- y
Pet.
Lost.
Won.
never
The safe was entered
wnicn win
form can and bottle which figured turous heroic days,
They wanted to see Mr. Montoya im was $1,300.
.714
42
,...105
Chicago
counterpart
in
one
this
some
night
who
knew
the
a
at
again
bv
have
extensively in the trial.
8H
.603 mediately.
5S
country. The lottery system nas oeen Pittsburg
over, combination, and Hughes, a young
A considerable part of the trans-scrithinking
situation
In
the
.552
64
79
as day
c
decided upon In the disposition of Philadelphia
Is made up of newspaper
to figure out some way through man employed bv Kchoonover
8 2
.543 ryingdifficulty
69
was arrested upon combeginning with the story of the these reservation lands, which are New York
which had thus un barkeeper,
the
80
.448
65
caae
has
Brooklyn
Schoonove.r.
The
plaint
of
as
follows:
located
discovery of 'the body of Leicht and
Itself, Mr.
84
.429 ceremoniously presented
The pros,63
Cincinnati
(embracing pretty much everything
or the telepnone. Air. been strongly contested.
Klg Tracts.
thought
Martin
Ful-len
90
.379
55
by L. O.
to his ranch ecution was conducted
that afterward appeared in the pa
CoKille, eastern Washington, 1,- - Boston
.331 Montoya had a telephone
99
49
assisted by
district attorney,
ppus on the subject, local stories of 000,000 acres; Yakima, central Wash St. Louis
and if he could get him the Indians Captain
W. W. Oate-woo- d
W. C. Rcld.
a ington.
would probably he pacified by talk
the pursuit and capture of Kytlnge,
acres tjoeur l Aiene.
American league.
was counsel for the defense.
copy of his famous letter to a news-pe- r northern 1.145.000
ing to him over the wire.
Idaho, 310,000 acres; Lem
Pet.
Lost.
Won.
against
the defrom San Pedro, Interviews with hi, central eastern
He beckoned the leader or
the The chiefwaswitnesses
Idaho, 600. ouu Detroit
.616
56
90
Schoonover and a negro
fendant
Eytinge on his return and an editor- acres;
house
and
to
the
come
into
Indians
soumern
.600
56
84
Ulackfeet,
laano.
Philadelphia
porter and the chief Argument of the
ial which appeared the morning fol- 500,000 acres; Flathead, western Chicago
.574 ringing up central asked for the Mon
85
63
of the
lowing the finding of the body. This Montana. 1,000,000 acres; Rosebud Cleveland
toya ranch. The Indian watcnea tne defense was the credibility
.571
85
64
witnesses.
misgiv
undisguised
matter appears in the transcript in and Lower Brule, South Dakota, New York
man
with
white
.466
78
68
Mrs. Hughes, the bride of the ao
connection with the numerous assign- 891.560 acres.
He did not sabe all that ring cused,
81
.453 ing.
67
St. Louis
was on the stand and appear
ments of error, the court having rul
Brule reserve, compris- Boston
.401 ing and talking to a brown box on ed as a witness for her husband.
88
59
The
Inwer
owing
to
Mr.
ed against the motions of the de ing 56,560 acres, will be the first to Washington
Martin's
wall,
and
the
.322
99
67
fenee to read this serial story of the be opened. The land has been apsmall vocabulary of Navajo, he had
crime to the jury.
some trouble explaining it to tne rea
regulations issued
praised
GAMES.
the
and
YESTERDAY'S
At the time Kytlnge was taken for its disposal. Homeseekers have
men. Luckily Montoya answered the
from the county Jail to the peniten- until October 7 to file application for
phone himself and Mr. Martin loin
league.
National
tiary he believed his case would be lottery tickets In the drawing, which
New him that the Navajos wanted to talk
Chlcugo, 13;
At Chicago:
up
supreme
by
its
court
at
to him. Mr. Montoya speaks Navajo
taken
the
will take place at Pierre the followYork, 7.
November meeting, but It Is under ing week.
Pittsburg: Pittsburg, 1; Phlla- - fluently.
applicant must go
Each
At
stood that it will not be called until to the Pierre land district and make delphla, 4.
It was with great difficulty mat
the regular convening of the court In oath on his ticket and he is entitled
Mr. Martin got the receiver to the
TiPflinic,
January.
Atiwriran
red man's ear and It was a still more
to take public land under the homeAt WashinKton: Twice victorious tedious Job to get him to talk Into To cWk early colds or Grippe with "Prflvmtlrt
laws.
If successful In drawing
To check a cold quickly, get from stead
Indian would mean iure defeat for Pneumonia. To Mop a cold
homestead he must pay the govern- over WashinKton yesterday afternoon the little box. The step
your druggist tome little Candy Cold ament
back, sur- with Preventlcs U aafor than to let it run and b.
drop the receiver and
of the
the appraised value of the land, coupled with the defeat
Druggists in annual
Tablets called Preventlcs.
looking Into obliged to cure It afterward. To be sure.
day
even
Clevelands,
the
veying
wall
and
bv
the
the
value
The
installments.
will cure even a deeply seated cold, but
everywhere are now dispensing Pre is placed at from $1.25 to $4 an acre. closed with the Detrolts lacking only the dark corners of the room, for
early at the sneeie stage they break, or
ventlcs. for thev are not only safe,
a fraction of a do nt from toeing the the owner of the mysterious voice. He taken
lloiiB'Wtoad
these early colds. That's surely better.
oft
Land.
out decidedly certain ana prompt
He head
In the Coeur d'Alene reservation, undisputed champions of 1907. First. listened In blank amazement.
That's why they are called Preventlcs.
each
and
in
Piventlos contain no Quinine, no beginning
Indians
6;
game:
.ueiron,
called
other
Washington,
the
little Candy Cold Cures. No Qnln-lnPreTentlcsare
seventeen miles east of
laxative, nothing harsh nor sickening, Spokane, land
no physio, nothing sickening. Nice for the
can be taken under the Second game: Washington, 2; Detroit one took a turn at the receiver, and children
sale too. If you feci
thoroughly
and
Taken nt the "sneeite stage Preven homestead or mineral
none
them
of
all were mystyfled and
laws. The sur- 7.
If you sneeze. If yon acne an over, mins oi
tics will prevent Pneumonia, Bron vey Is being made, and
Philadelphia, 3; satisfied that Montoya was really at chilly.
Philadelphia:
com
At
your
when
may
also save
Promptness
Preventlcs.
chitis, La. Grippe, etc.
Hence the
his home three miles away but usual sickness. And don't forget yourhalf
child, if
the government will allot to Cleveland, 4.
name, Preventlcs. Oood for feverish pleted
y
At Boston: Boston. 2: St. Louis, 4 thought that he was In the wall or there Is feverishness. nlghtor day. Herein
then
and
share
Indians
their
the
cent, classify
25
4S Preventlcs
out to see
children.
lies Preventlcs' neatest eflictency. Bold in
At New York: New York, 4; Chi on the outside. They went
appraise the surplus,
pocket, also in 25e boxes of 48
for
on
boxes
ta
the
Trial boxes S cents. Sold by all amountingandto 10,000 acres,
outside
watch
the
some
stood
cago,
3.
and
and order
dealers.
while others listened to the voice In Preventlcs. latin on your druggists giving you
the lottery. Settlers will not bo able
the telephone.
Tliey Make You Feel Good.
to work their farms until (Tie spring
After an hour of this kind of manSTAGE TO JKMFZ, LEAVES 211 of 1809. as It will require a year to
The pleasant purgative effect ex
nerlenred bv all who use Chamber euvering, very Interesting to Mr. MarWJST GOLD EVERY MORXIXG AT arjnraiae the lands.
least, the Navajos left
6 O'CLOCK.
The most important tract to be Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, and tin to say the than
when they came.
o
opened Is in the Yakima country, the .healthy condition of the body more puzzledcare
so much about seeThey
they
didn't
makes
create
A WANT AD Costs nut a few cents west of Spokane, where 1,146,000 and mind which
ing Mr. Montoya as when they came,
25 cents. Sam
but a few lines In The Citizen will acres of land will be disposed of In one feel Joyful. Price, stores,
"ALL DRUGGISTS"
but they wanted to know more about
bring you what you want
various ways. The government Is ples free at all drug

EYT1NGE

HAS

APPEAL UNCLE

BEEN

Si

WILL

HOMES

GIVE

FREE

FILED

constructing an Irrigation plant to
cover 100.000 acres of land. The
Irrigated tract will he divided Into
forty-acr- e
The settlers will
plats.
be required to pay In ten yearly installments the amount of money the
government put into the project.
This will make the land cost the settlers $30 an acre. It will be used
chleflv for sugar beet and alfalfa
culture. The timber land on the Yakima reservation will be sold under
the sealed bids. All other land, except mineral, will lie awarded under
the hometead act. The allotments
and schedule of reserved lands have
been approved and the land commissioner is ready to open the reservation Just as soon as the reclamation
project Is completed. This will be In
time for cultivation of crops next
year.
Surveyors In the employ of the government are at work In the
reserve, north of Spokane. In
addition to dividing 1.000.000 acres
of land Into 40 and 160 acre tracts
thev will survey several townsites.
Part of the land Is to be under Irrigation and In this district the farms
will be limited to 40 acres, others being 160 acres. All the lnnd will be
classified and appraised as Irrigable,
grazing, timber, mineral or arid. It
will require fully a year for the government to have this reservation
readv for settlement.
Col-vll-

la-kot-

a.

WITH AMrJJl MEANS
A VP UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

NAVAJOS DID NOT SABE

of-llc- e,
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BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY TROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL

s

$ 1 50,000.00

Officers and Directors:
IXNA, President.

ht

le

S, 190T.

SOLOMON

W.

W. S. STRICKLE! I,

J. JOHNSON

Assistant OasJiier.

Vice rreddont and Cashier.
WILLIAM McINTOSH,

J.

C. BALDRIDGE,

O. E. CROMWELL.

A. M. BLACKWELL

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

BASE BALL

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

ooiui-ra-tio-

capital and surplus. $100,000

pt

cllp-Ing-

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

On

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

Stop That Cold

NEW MEXICO

OMCKRB AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA I. RATNOkiDB
M. W. FLOTJRNOY
FRANK UcKKB
,.
X. A. FROST
H. F. RATNOLDI

Phila-delnhia-

...Prealdral
Prwldrat
Cukl
A!Unt Cuhlw
Vic

Director

U. B. DKROITORY
150MM.M
Athorla Capital
I25M0O.M
Paid Up Capital. Bnrplua and Profit.
Depository lor Atchlteo, Topeka 4 Santa F itallway Company

e,

prob-abl-

Prevcntics

WHEN YOU WANT

V

MONEY
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

Others Get the Flag I

We Take the Firsts!

THE BIG FAIR

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

New Mexico's Twenty-Sevent- h
Annual
Territorial Fair Association

Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
$3,000

FOR

TROTTERS,

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

RUNNERS!

PAGERS AND

...
...
...

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

TROTTING and PACING PROGRAM!
Purse No.

Pune
Purse
Purse
Purse
Purse

12:17 Pace

.

-

No. 2-- 2:20
Trot, "Deiwsr Post" Stake Race
3-No. 2:13
Pace, Veuve Cliijuot Yellow Label Champagne
No. 42:25 Pace
ll
No. 5
Pace
No. 62:30 Trot
Frce-For-A-

The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas
Entries and Whirlwind Finishes

O0OO0X5O0XD0DOOOX)0O

$ 1,000
1,000
Stake Race 1,000
?

L. B. PUTNEY

500

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

s

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

1,000

500

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

CircuitsBig List of

Carrtoi the

larf.it and

Moot Exclusive Stock of Staple Orocorloo

la ta Southwest.

1

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

RAILWAY RATES. IIALP FARE OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN
President

ESTABLISHED 1171.

"OLD HELIABLK."

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

J

M.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security
,

The telephone make

tho

.datiea lighter, the care lew
and the worriea fewer.
TOU NEL

telephone
preserve
Tbe
your health, prolong yew Ufa

and protect

A TELEPHONE

VS

yoar home.

TOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

THE

THE NEW CRYSTAL

THEATER

CUB'S

CORNER

Albuquerque's late't check artist
marges his downfall
to a brainstorm.
Strange none of them have thought
of blaming the altitude.

Hfc

classified aids

1

;

John D. Rockefeller's
physlrlan
States that he sleep like a carefree
Dm
child. Guess most of us could If we
could wake up every time twelve
120 Gold Avenue
thousand dollars richer than when
we went to sleep.
The Kingly Penalty
Old King Coal
Was a Jolly old soul,
A Jolly old soul was he;
Till by chance one day
UXrunjTjTnu-iruTj- T
lie
heard wefted his way
LOQAN
.
w JWWWVJWAAAjAxinr
J. W.
nnAJ" '"UUi-m- t
A noise like a grand Jur-eIllustrated Song Singer.
Now Old King Coal
FOR RENT
WANTED
LaBORO and RYERSON
OPPORTUNITIES
PHYSICIANS
BUSINESS CARDS
Is a solemn soul.
Singers and Dancers.
His smile Is a frigid frown;
WANTED
Bridge
carpenters
His lordship sabes now, 'tis said.
and
FOR RENT Two rooms for llght- PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
coal miners. Also cooks for small
JESSE MANOLA
That ever "Uneasy lies the head
h ousekee ping.
116 South High.
wages,
Premier Balancer anil Juggler.
families,
good
waitresses.
That wears the kingly crown."
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
109 West Silver
avenue, Phone
housekeeping.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgoon
No Invalids.
601
480.
A HAN and ALT A
In IxmlKlana.
North
street.
Second
FIRST CLASS SHOEMAKER
"Tents up?"
ISurlosquo Travesty Artists.
WANTED Salesman. Mike Mandell,
FOR RENT With or without board,
On
"Yep."
Furniture,
Flanoa, Organs
WTest Central avenue.
A NO REPAIRER
one
Occidental
,
"Guns
furnished
800
Building.
room.
life
6outh
EDISON MOVING PICTURES "Yep." loaded?"
WANTED Sacks at llahn's coal Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
Kdlth street. '
also on SALARIES AND WARS
yard.
Telephone, 888.
"Neighbors
toa North rirm
come In with the FOR
RENT Pleasant!
furnished WANTED Boys 14 to 16 years
old HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa tit
room
bears?"
4o
lady
In
good
628
health.
as
high
and
as
(200.
Ladles' special (ton von I r matinee
Loans
ar
at
the
Lumber
American
Co.
"Yep."
South
Arno street.
DR. R. U HTST
every Tuesday and Friday.
quickly made and strictly
Matiprivate
"All tied around
? You caa get 11 through
In the
FOR RKNT-Tw- o
nice front rooms, WANTED
nee every other day at 2:30.
year
Time:
to
One
one
given
month
this
column.
lights,
electric
Physician and Surgeon
bath and use of
"Yep."
possession
telephone. Please call after 3 p. WANTED A chumberniald,
must Goods remain in your
:
"Got the moving picture machines,
have references. The Casa de Oro, Our rates are reasonable. Call and Itooms 6 A 7, Ji. T. Armljo RaUdlng.
m.
419 Marquette avenue.
the staff photographers,
corps of
Phone BBS.
613 West Gold avenue.
see us before borrowing.
Ill John firm.
LET Established first class bar
and 20 cents special writers and the the
Saddle horses a specialty.
tooth pow- TOprivilege
Bet
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
to responsible party. Best WANTED A competent cook. Apder?"
In
drivers
th
rlt
DR.
SOLOMON
L.
ply
to
RCRTOV.
the;
with
references
location In the city. Address, X.
Casa Steamship tickets to and from
0, 20and 30 cents "Yep."
"Sadie,"
picnic
wagon.
the
de Oro, 613 West Gold avenue.
Y. 55.. Citizen.
parte of the world.
"Then let him come."
FOR RENT OR SALE The Minne WANTED A girl to wait on table.
Rooms I end 4, Grant Elds:.
PhyskHan
and Surgeon.
Apply at once.
Mrs.
apolis House, 44 rooms, all furMonahan,
301 H West Railroad Aye.
Highland office. 610 South Walter
Ruby House;
nished. Can be run as a hotel and
A Question of Religion
PRIVATE
OFFICES.
SCHWARTZMAN
street. Phone 1030.
rooming house. Best paying prop- WANTED Position toy experienced
& WITH
Open Evenings.
erty in Albuquerque.
court stenographer and law assist"The legal fraternity always apFor terms
ant. Address, S. It. Mllwoe. care
write or call on me at El Paso,
preciate the fact that an anneal to
DRS. BRONSON & BRONSON
religious sentiment is a strong ar- - I Texas, general
delivery, C. D.
Citizen.
Meat, Poultry and Fish
gument berore a Jury," remarked an
Warde.
Ti'...l Albuquprque
WANTED Young man or lady for
Homeopathic.
Physicians
StirIT
xaxaoxamiaBaBamaaaaa
and
attorney today, "but the
travelling position. Experience not
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
ethics of piety expounded by the atnecessary; expenses advanced; one;
W. Central, Tel. 628
211
geons.
Over
Vann's Drug Store.
FOR SALE
torneys the other day in the caso of
who can speak Spanish. Good pay.
Phone, Office and He- - 628.
the United States vs. Chas. Jones was
Call R07 South Second street
a new one to me. Jones was charged FOR
SALE Five-roomodern WANTED SPANISH STUDENTS
t. 4 '
'xi'.. 1 ti with selling whiskey to Indians near
?".; '
house, most fashionable district In
12 lessons $3.00. Monday, Wednesor. o. a.
inoreau. anil Attorney Thomas Wil
New Fall Hats,
city.
Cheap If sold at once. B. N.
day and Friday nights. Attend
at
kerson for the defense sought to dls
CiUzen.
Physician
our
night
school. AJbuquerque
and Surgeon.
credit the testimony of two Navajo
Styles
FOR
I
SALE.
Bus!
College,
ness
Library
g.
n
build
A
Rooms 4 and 5 Barnott Building.
first class unused
witnesses on the ground that they FOR SALE
ticket to the City of Mexico and WANTED Reliable
LADIES' TAILORING
parties, either
Three room house, four
were illiterate pagans, that thev
Office honrn, 8 to 12, 2 to 5, and 7
return.
care sex, to devote all or spare time to a
Address "Ticket,"
lots, North 4th street. .. $1,000
'knew not the fear of God In their
p.
8
to
m.
And DRESSMAKINC
Citizen office.
lucrative enterprise of merit. Dr.
Three room house, and an
hearts,' that to them the solemn oath
McCormlck. 211 West Central aveaero of land, three miles
of the court was a meaningless Jar FOR SALE 102 Armljo Avenue7two
MISS CRANE
nue, up stairs.
gon, and that their testimony was
nouses; barn, etc. 12,000, S1,S00
B1MN. mooona-.PHoH4 00
north of town
044
Six room house, West New
DENTISTS
incompetent, irrelevant.
cash. B. O. T. Apply on premises. WANTED Ladles desiring new fall
misleading,
York avenuo
et cetra, nd Inflnitus. United States
K. A. Cantrell.
2,500
styles In millinery to call on Miss
Six room house, Wert MarAttorney Medler at once proceeded FOR SALE Ranches from 4 to 60
Crane, 512 North Second street.
DR. J. E. KRAFT
to trample this advanced theological
quette avenue
1,800
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
acres each, all under main lrrlga
Stamping Dot
logic Into the dust of utter extinction,
Six room
brick, modern,
to Order.
apprentices
Also
Albuquercity.
wanted.
tion
Near
ditch.
Phone
Dental Surgery.
Materials) for
alleging with great force and eloj
close in
8,250
944.
que Land Company, room 9, Crom- S,
2
Rooms
and
Building,
quence that a man even a pagan
Barnett
Seven room brick, modWANTED A responsible man, Gerwell Hldg.
wer
wiuciiy-Drug
More.
Navajo may be entirely minus the
ern
3,500
"WORK
man or Italian preferred, for small
SALE Half Interest in estab"
Appointments made by mail.
3H aero ranch north of
'ftar of a Christian God' and yet tell FOR
ranch one mile from Socorro. Must
llshed poultry business. Bred-to- 744.
Phone
town
the truth about bad whiskey. The
300
Mrs.
M.
to
bo
Wilson
C
able
milk. 30 dollars per
Lay Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
224 W, Colli
Ranohes from two to 200
Defendant Jones furnished a fitting
month and board. Apply this ofprop., 12th street and Mountain
climax to the scene by declaring on
aoresi.
fice.
EDMUND
J,
D.
ALGER,
D.
road.
&
Lots in all parts of town.
the witness stand that it was his
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
OPEN
practice to greet his would-b- e
FOU SALE Newcomer
of WANTED .Able bodied, unmarried
Navastock
Office hours. A a. m. to 12:30 p. m
men,
ages
21
of
between
35;
FOR
jo
xnouays, Thursdays,
customers
stalonery.
store,
RENT.
and
polite
books
Call
at
with
and
a
to
'Git
Saturdays
:au
p.
o
m.
11 out o"
io
i
LIVERT, BALE), FEED AND
citizens of United States, of good
I
next door to postofflce, between 9
here!'
Houses from 2 to 8 rooms.
Appointments made by mall.
and Sundays, 10 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 h "I notice
character and temperate habits,
and 11 a. m. Roswell Speelman,
TRANSFER STABLES.
the pagan was allowed to
Money to loan in winm to suit. 300 West Central Ave. Phone
458.
can
speak,
who
on
p. m., 7:30 to 10:30 p. m.
trustee.
read
stand
and write
the record."
English. For Information apply to
Horses and Mules Bought and ExFOR SALE
frame house,
Friday Nights Reserved for Private
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
cellar, barn, shed, shade trees,
changed.
The Shoe 011 tint Oilier Foot.
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
LAWYERS
vines, corner East Copper and Lo- Skating Parties.
BEST TOURNOUT8 IN THE CITY
CUBt, X8U0, 1600 cash. B. O. T.
E.
Admission, Including Skates. 25 ets,
A prosperous stranger walked
A. Cantrel, 102 Armljo avenue.
Second Street, between Railroad an
SALESMEN
to
asked
be
a
shown
pair
of
R,
D.
W.
BRYAN
LADIES FREE.
Copper Avenue.
FOR SALE 4 room frame house,
shces. After the deal had been
ibarn, chicken yard, out house, cor- WANTED Capable
salesman
to
the clerk, being of an affaner
81.000,
and
Cromwell,
East
Attorney
cover New Mexico with staple line.
at Law.
ble turn engaged the stranger In
$800 cash, B. O. T.
E. A. Cantrel,
High
commissions,
with $100
conversation about local topic. re102 Armljo avenue.
Real
Estate
ami
monthly
poNotary
Loans.
ferring
advance.
Permanent
Incidentally
Investigato the
n
Office, First National Rank Building,
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING
sition to right man. Jess H. Smith
tion of the coal situation by the terPublic 215 W. Gold Ave.
troubles, Heart anu KidAlubqucrque, N. M.
Mich.
Cc,
Detroit,
ritorial grand Jury. The clerk was neyStomach
can
ailments
quickly
correctbe
somewhat vehement In his condem- ed with a prescription
THE OLDEST MILL IN THE COT.
Salesman. $75 per week
known to WANTED
nation of the coal dealers who reand expenses. Staple specialty.
Mhen In need of sash, door, frames
everywhere as Dr. Snoop's
fused to answer the questions of the druggists
W.
E.
DOBSON
etc. Screen work a specialty.
Old
established
house.
Permanent.
Restorative.
The prompt and surgrand Jury and denounced them as prising
High
priced
investigate.
8
Refmen
South
First street. Telephone 40S. 4
Imremedy
which this
suppressing data to which the pub mediatelyrelief
erences. Frank R. Jennings, Sales
brings
Is
Attorney
entirely
to
due
Law.
at
lic was justly entitled.
Mannger, Chicago. HI.
The stranger
Property
Restorative action upon the con
0
listened carefully to the young man's its
trolling nerves of the Stomach, etc. WANTED Salesman. Good man to k
arguments and then remarked dryly: Sold
Office Cromwell Block,
vacancy.
fill
by
3
Contract
of
X
all
balance
dealers.
To
Sell
or Rent
.
"By the way, I Just paid live dolyear
this
next
satisfactory.
if
DEYOES RRAIlT Pinmi
and
Alubqucrque, N. M.
lars for these shoes, would you mind
g
List It With
Commissions with liberal
weekly 0
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
One Gallon Covers 800 Square FevC- telling me what you paid for them Department
l,
expenses.
A.
for
advance
Interior,
Land
J.
of the
at wholesale?"
rauncTiu JIUOF PAINT
Mgr., 538-4- 6
8
OHlce at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
Euclid avenue,
Stops Leaks, Lasta Five Yearv
The clerk grinned and with a wink
IRA M. ROND
Cleveland,
Ohio.
1907.
replied.
Is
hereby
given
Notice
that Thos.
X
219 South 2nd Strut
0
"That s something the flVm re
Attorney at Law.
McNeill, heir of Mary J. McNeill
gards as Its business; that what those J.
408 Watt Railroad Avodbo
MALE
HELP
M.,
N.
Bluewater,
filed
of
notice
has
hieroglyphics are for you to see on of his intention to make final five- H
forAgent
g
Pensions,
Land
Patents,
Copyrights,
the end of the box."
year
In support of his claim,
TOTI a OR API
Then it was the stranger's turn to viz: proof
caveats, Letter Patents. Trade
WANTED Men, write at once and 8 Traveler' Insurance Co , S
Homestead Entry no.
grin.
we
we
will
explain
how
will
make
Aug.
M
4, 1907,
Dealers
NE
made
the
Marks.
for
Claims.
In
Groceries, Provisions,
Hartford, Conn.;
C
you a present of $100, give you a 0
"That's the way you look at It. Is NWVi, Section 22, Township 12N.,
'
32 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. C
uruo &n (l r 11 a, I
It? I thought it wouldn't do any Range
splendid suit of clothes every nine11W., and that said proof will
twM the
Fin Line of Imported Wine Liquor
harm to ask. I'm one of the coal be made before Silvestre Mirabal, U.
ty days, enlarge your picture free
officials who objected to stating S.
ana cigars, riace your orders fe
pay you $86 per month and
and
Racommissioner,
court
at
San
THOS.
D.
K.
MADDISOX
The flexible sole Red Cross what we sell our coal for."
this line with us.
all traveling expenses,, with our
fael, N. M., on November 5, 1907.
check for $50 when engaged, to
He names the following witnesses
NORTH TH "ID BT.
Shoe is
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
greatest
from
take orders for the
and
to prove his continuous residence
At&omey-at-Lamost
In
portrait
'he start.
reliable
house
the
upon,
land,
and cultivation of, the
Alvttrndo.
world. All this will be guaranteed.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Mauheilmer. vis:
Address R. D. Martel, Dept. 299.
The burning and
C.
Chapman,
Samuel
Hiram
OfHce with W. B. Chlldcrs,
Cincinnati;
S.
R. Townsend and Young Eugene
111.
Chicago,
T.
Chapman, Ernest
family. Chicago; H. W. Ballard.
caused by stiff soles and the Denver;
117 Went Gold Avenue.
N.
A.
Tletjen,
M.
nil
Bluewater.
of
T. C. McConnell, Santa Fe;
MANUEL R. OTERO.
pvils of thin soles aie pre- O. P. Zimmer. Bluffton. Ind.: S.
LOST
FOUND
Register.
W.
L.
Kohn Chicago;
Garland,
An Kinds of Fresh and Salt
vented by the Red Crc ss. It Greenville.
INSURANCE
Ind.; Ed. C. Warner and Quinsy SprahiH and Swellings Cured.
Steam Sausage Factory.
you
LOST
wife,
An
opportunity
Cruz,
I.
Calif.;
If
not
arita
F.
did
Har
enables a woman to be on her ris, Pailucah, hy.
EMIL K I.I KN WORTS
"in November, 1901, I caught cold
use these columns.
My
was
quinsy.
and
had
the
throat
Masonio Building, North Third Street
B. A. SLEYSTER
Feet for hours at a time with
Nturjtes.
I
I
so
hardly
Through
swollen
breathe.
FOUND
could
Albuquerque
The
P. F. Lewis. Fort Wingate: Mrs. applied Chamberlain's
Balm
Pain
Cltlsen.
:omfort.
V. D. Ellis, Fred G. Ellis, Glen ElInsurance, Real Estate, Notary
It gave me relief In a short time.
lis, Kohomo. Ind.:
Charles Smith. and
Public.
says
days
two
I
In
was
right,"
all
Coshocton, O.; 11. L. iwurchlnal, Mrs. L. Cousins. Otterburn,
A stylish
Mich.
Denver; C. F. Spader, Bernalillo; E. Chamberlain's
Room
12
14, Cromwell Rlock,
and
Pain Balm Is a liniH. Htagg and wife, Los Angeles; S.
. m. l'lione 188.
.iioiiqucrque,
shoe that's
ment and is especially valuable for
Horabin Kettner; Mrs. T. W. Hop- sprains
and swellings. For sale by
a.m::iivnl
per, iSloux City, la.; Mrs. Frances R.
absolutely
Cross Rlelnburg, Santa Fe; J. P. all druggists.
A. E. WALKER
o
Fletcher Santa Fe; Price Cross,
OR GIRL CAN EARN AS
comfortable
by
Mrs.
Henry
Recommended
Santa Fe; J. D. Finsley. Mesilla A BOY MUCH
AS A MAN.
Fire Insurance.
Symes. to develop the bust from 4
Park.
We want boys and girls who want to 6 Inches.
iiranil Central.
money
to
earn
to
subscriptions
solicit
E. A. McGehn. El Paso:
Guaranteed to be made from the
Secretary Mutual Building Association
F. A.
The Kansas City Weekly Star. true
Galega Extract. Is perfectly
Neehf, Topeka; A. Frank, Kansas to
217 west Central Avenue.
Don't hesitate because you are young, hui mless.
GOLD!
City; Phillip .Smith, E. Las Vegas; as
you can do the work as readily
Is a general
I. W. Guriez, Tucunicarl; J. S. NeuThe
Formula
Vaucnlre
persons
pay
you
we
as
will
and
Trial
older
Catarrh
treatments
are
being
mann, Chicago; H. O. Bailey. Mcin
tonic, but It has n specific effect upon
MISCELLANEOUS
The Kansas City
the same.
by mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
tosh; J. A. Dale, Kansaa City; J. D. Just
Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests are
Weekly Star Is the best known week- the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale
Flanlgan
nu
Ltts
Vegas;
Mrs.
st,
William
3
newspaper
In
your
to
ly
proving
people
the
west
Highland Pharmacy and
the
and
without a
Brown and
Hutchison, spare
Bimkw.
children.
penny's cost the great value of this WILLIAM WALLACE M'CLELLAV
.I
time spent working for It will
rf.,.
Kan.; J. M. Kllnger. Denver.
Pharmacy
$40
pay you handsomely, not In toys,
prescription
scientific!
known to
CVaitfO
Justice of tho Peace, Precinct
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
L. Marshall. El Paso: C. J. Sutton. watches or other small wares, but In
HOrSE FURNISHERS.
NEW A!T
No. 12. Notary Public.
)xfortls,
Sofd
today
Remedy.
by
terms
Catarrh
cash.
Write
for
drugand full
all
El Paso; William V. Matthews, San
'
WK BUY HOUSEBMinintA.u,
Collections.
CHIROPO-DISAND
HAIR
DRESSER
gists.
Information.
Address
11.
HOLD WHIPS, 114 W. GOLD AVE.
Francisco: Dr. N.
Sawhlll, Flag
$3-Office 224 North Second Street.
staff; H. M. Camp and son; J. Kemp THE KANSAS CITY WEEKLY STAR
u. AUUSKN, 31 AN AG tilt.
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Kansas City, Mo.
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for
The
Citizen
and
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Bambini, at
parlors
Savoy
Out of Sight.
$4.00
site the Alvarado and next door to the news.
Addle Sykes, Laguna:
Cruz Lu- "Out of sight, out of mind." is an Bturges'
cero. Mogate, Colo.; J. H. Richards,
cafe,
is prepared to give
Chicago; Perry Ferguson. San Diego, old saying which applies with special thorough scalp treatment, do hair
Let us fit you.
Cal.; Guy W. Gordon. Colton Cal.; force to a sore, burn or wound that's dressing, treat corns, bunions and In
BORDERS,
Bucklen' Arnica growing nails.
Claude
Cook, Atlanta, Oa.; Trios. been treated with sight,
she gives massage j
It's out of
out Of mind ii rLwiimii anu maiin-uElliot. Wichita; Chas. H. Myers, Mc- Salve.
juis.
i
intosh; J. Grandmanglne. El Paso: and out of existence. Piles too and Bambini's own preparationiiik of com121 Railroad Virion
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cream builds up the skin and
ing influence. Guaranteed
by
all plexion
Improves the complexion, and Is
ti j'aso.
All kinds of coal and wood.
dealers. 50c.
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
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Catarrh Cannot B Cured
t nlc that cures
prepares
a
also
hair
new
our
Fee
line of "Dropsy Efwith LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as Mly
cannot reach the seat of tha disease. fect" Iron Beds, and our fall line of and prevents dandruff and hair fallF. W. SPENCER
Is a blood or constitutional disheating stoves and ranges are now ing out; restores life to dead hair;
Catarrh
JOHN S. BEAVEN,
AND CURE THE
LUNC3 ease, and In order to cure It you must being t up. Don't rail to get our removes moles, warts and superfluous
take Internal remedies. Hall's Catarrh prices before buying. Futrelle Fur- hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
Archluvt.
Cure Is taken Internally, and acts direct niture Co. Cash or payments.
PHONE 4.
For any blemish of the
We machines.
ly on the blood and mucous surfaces.
fare, cal) and consuit Mrs. Bambini.
with
Hull s Catarrh Cure Is not a quack medi- want your trade. f,
o
cine. It was prescribed by one of the
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liH Soiilh Walter.
ANTHRACITE all sliea.
If you take DeWltt's Kidney and A Quirk an l Safe
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best physicians In this country for years
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Is Bladder Pills you will get prompt reAMERICA BLOCK.
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W.
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Geo.
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weak kidneys.
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directly on the mucoua surfaces. Tha urinary troubles.
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"During
bowel
complaints.
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of
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T & At mm n nt Ceri am aw9 m
F. J. CkENEY tt CO.. Props .
years. No appetite, and what I did and the results have never yet disapGUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
Toledo. Ohio.
Bring us your joo wor. Prices
.
Fold by Druggists, price 76 e.
eat distressed me terribly.
pointed me." Mr. Brock Is publisher
OR MOKEY REFUNDED.
Burdock
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Buy a Pair of Our
Fall Shoes Today

They are corking good shoes. Anybody can see
this. The quality is right there and when it comes to
style and fit they are so conspicuous that it is impossible to overlook them. We show the latest models in
all the popular leathers. Dongola, Vici Kid, Patent Kid,
Patent Colt, Gun Metaf and Box Calf, with light, medium or heavy soles, Lace or button, low or high heels.
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DIAMOND PALACE
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Clock. Silverware.
Diamond, Wntchcn, Jewelry, Cut
Invite your trade ami Kiinrantoe A Squnre Deal.

E

Very Wei! Done

Railroad Avenue
We

You'll say
"Very Well Done"

uhiiM inu Hamlrm Ahmolutm
Comfort In Properly flttod

when you see the
way we'll fit you in
our

Qlae

Consult ue.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

txeluitv Ootlolant

1

1

JEWBLEJf IN

Hart Schaf fner
& Marx

EVERY THING

I
I

::

0 Sfluth Second St.

.

Lunse Grinding Done on Premises

1

THE JEWELRY LINE
FINE WATCH It PAIRING

to

Clothes

South

You'll be satisfied
with quality, looks
and style.

Second

4
a
t!

$2.75
. 2.00

Ken's Dress Shoes
Men's Work Shoes
Women's Onss Shoes
Women's Street Shoes
Shoes for Girls .
Shoes for Boys

.

$3.00

$3.50

2.50
3.00
2.00

3.00
3 50

$4.00
3.50
5.00

250

3.50

1.50
1.50

1.75

2.25
2.50

2.50
1.75
1.00

1.25

1.85

AMDS

PERSONAL

are
complete Suits as
well as Overcoats

ARE TRUMPS

Our fall lines

ALL THE TIME

PARAGRAPHS

INCREASING IX VALCE STEAD- ii Hummnnil. of the forest ser - ILY, 15 TO 30 PER CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
vice, is In the city on official buslWORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
I. V. Gurlez, a contractor of
WILL SELL AT LOWER PRICES
In
business
transacting
is
THAN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT At
the city today.
WHOLESALE.
well
known
the
III. C. Bailey,
VANN JEWELRY CO.
sheep man of Mcintosh, Is 1n the
One Door South of Drug Stonp
city on business.
Captain Fred Fornoff, of the New
police,
left thla
Mexico mounted
morning for Santa Fe.
J. S. Neumann, a well known sheep
man of Arizona, is In the city on business after a trip to Chicago.
Horabln-Mc-Gaffe- y
S. Horabln, of the
company of Thoreau, N. M., 8 Special Preparations For 8
la registered at Sturges' European.
Mrs. S. Zellner and son, Earle, left
FAIR VISITOBS
8
las', night for Keulands, Cal., where
expect
to
permanently.
they
locate
nr ij T. Hint who has: been on S Handsome Line of Trimmed Hats U
a visit to the Paclllc coast, will arAt Reduced Prices
g
rive home this evening on the Chi g
cago limited.
8
8
COVERDALE
MRS.
llr. W. H. Sawhill. Inspector In the
from
Industrv.
tmr:Lii nf nnimnl
Torrance, is In the city today on offi
cial business.
!fra f!0nrrA Tannin? of 615 East
Central avenue, entertained the Wo
men's Home Missionary society ui
the First Alethodlst church this

PRICES'

r

$20 to $28

rl,

STYLISH

PSTluITeWyI

MILLINERY
BEAUTIFUL
NEW STOCK
FOR THE
FAIR
TRADE

Use

MISS LUTZ
208 South

THE WAGNER HARDWARE
321-32-

Plumbers

W. Central

3

Stcond

R

R

FLOUR

CO.

Tinners

Avenue

It is the

BEST

A
TuHo-Tr
Ahhntt went to San
ta iFe this morning in answer to a
telephone call to try a case for Judge
John It. 'jyict le, 01 me nrai juuiuiai
district.
E. S. Spindler, inspector In the
bureau of animal industry, from the
Socorro district, is in the city conDr.
ferring with Chief Inspector,
Marion Imes.
Elwood Albright Is enjoying a
visit from Guy Jordan, a former
of the Albuquerque high
student
school, who arrived from his home
Calton,
Cal.
at
GumMner, of
Mr. and Mrs. M.
Peoria. 111., arrived here last night
and will Btay In Albuquerque a part
their son,
of the winter vlBiting
Louis Gumblner, the pianist.
John. Dee. of Mountalnalr. has re
as forest
celved the appointment
guard In district No. 3 of the Man
zano national forest. His headquar
ters will be Mountalnalr.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Gibson of West
Gold avenue are enjoying a visit
from W. C. Gaston, a orotner-law of Mrs. Gibson, who arrived last
night from Keytesvllle, Mo.
Dr. S. L. Burton Is enjoying a visit
from his mother and brother, who
arrived last evening from Holllday,
Mo. Theyexpect to remain a couple
of weeks and take In the territorial
fair.
I. A. Dye, of the Domingo Lumber
company, went to iximinKO tnis
morning, accompanied oy u. j. nankin the civil engineer, who has been
employed to do some surveying for
the company.
of the Fifth
Lieutenant Lewi,
United States cavalry, arrived In
night
the east,
from
last
where he had been on a pleasure
trip. Lieutenant Lewis is stattonea
at Fort Wlngate and will accompany
the troops here next week when
they come to the fair.

THE BEST BAR NONE

McOORMlCK CTRES
THE LIOCOR HABIT.
o
Are vou looking for the best and
snainlest men's $3.50 and 14 shoes
on the market?
Our Regal shoes
answer this description In every re
snect. C. May's Khoe Store, 314
West Central avenue.
COKE! COKE!
Wo now luuulle frood, clean coke.
Also the Crusted Hutto Anthracite
Coal.
JOILY S. BEAVEN
Furniture repairs. Chas. L. Kcp
(South Second.
M'lr, 317-1- 9
DOCTOR

Our Text
"Trouble"

f

l:
1

I

-

-

View company
Goaflex camera

of
which takes a picture In
a xecond. Also they have the larg
See
est panoramic camera made.
them for special protographs.
If you ncI furniture, rail on Chaa.
houin neconci.
U Kt pix hT, S17-- 1

We are here to sell you
things to wear. We want
to do it, and we have the
things, timed to the minute topnotcheis. Some
men hesitate to "stop"
think they must buy or
they are "troubling" us.
They are not. To show
them what we have to
try on our
Fall Smart Clothes,
and fit them, is no trouble
it is a pleasure. Come
in. You are the man we
Btein-Bloch-ma-

1

The Great Western
rarrv the wonderful

ttlturttitTlilllll
WANTED.
XM)KS
AND
WAITFJtS.
NO
TRICE
DISHWASHERS.
YOU
IF
CONSIDERATION
IH'SINEKS..
KNOW
VOI R
CALL AT

CKMIIM,,

OMR

211

WhSST

itllliTTTITTIUt
o

de

Ij.

hoiiiiold
KcpM-lT- ,

For

S17-1-

call on Chas.
pol.South
Stccoml

0

Hrt

Schiffher isf Mar

CTrniVT
rW rvT DIJLIUI
ailVlUIN

w
BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North Flrmt St.

All Kindt ot Indian and Maxlean Ceodt. the Cboapott
Plaea to bay Navajo BlankoU end Moxlean Drawn Work
Mail Ordmrm Cmrafullv and Promptly rillad.

FROM THE

Handsomest Fabrics on the Market
They cost no more than the
and you know how much better they look.
Absolute Satisfaction is our Guarantee.
hand-me-dow-

119 South Second

C. G. PERRY

115-11- 7

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Central and Coppor Ave.,

We Have a Very Desirable Line of
ENAMELED

STOVES
RANGES

COOKING

CRANBERRIES

UTENSILS

At Best Possible Prices

Let Us Supply Yotst Needs lot the Fait

COMPANY
WHITNEY
Wholetalo tmel Fe5tell Hard
war-- e

COMPANY

,

T
MINE AND MILL

MILLER

SUPPLIESI

HOME C0ME0RT

and

WAGONS

STEEL RANGES

2

and

SHEET METAL
COOK STOVES

WORKERS

STOVES
SPORTING

ENAMEL

GOODS

and

and

AMMUNITION

TINWARE
:

and

IMPLEMENTS

NATIONAL

HEATING

Just in and Fine

L. WASHBURN

SADDLERY
HARNESS

WARE

First of the Season

E.

n,

PLUMBERS

want.

Overcoats $12.50 to $30.00
Suits $10.00 to $30.00

The Central
Avenue Clothier

MADE TO YOUR INDIVIDUAL ORDER

m

FLOUR
MADE

No trouble to show them
to you.

Copyright 1907 by

Qtsjor 25c

MONARCH GROCERY CO.
Phone 80, 307 W. Central

113 115.117 SOUTH

riRT

STREET AND

401-40- 3

NORTH

FIRST STREET

I

